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Previous Gov't & Agency policy direction ( for 16 years ) has seriously contributed 
to " the steady decline of fish & wildlife populations and loss of habitat as a result of 
chronic underfunding of the various fish & wildlife portfolios" as outlined by the BC 
Wildlife Federation during their series of Town Hall meetings throughout British 
Columbia { pre-election ). 

This new Government has the opportunity to reverse the determined intention to 
knowingly and willfully killing western toads at Summit Lake & Site C. 

Please find In-closed the correspondence I have been receiving from the Pubnc. 

Western Toads at Summit Lake ; 

Of particular concern is the forestry impacts associated with the maze of logging roads 
· and series of planned clearcuts within the core terrestrial wet forest habHat for the 
Western toad at Summit lake and the linkage of the FWCP to this issue. 

As ouHined in the Tenns of Reference for the Public and First Nation Reps ; 
" Recommend actions to mitigate any negative perceptions about tile Program or any 
misunderstandings about the Programs purpose, activities and/or accomplishments. " 

The public, conservation stakeholders and media conversation and actions towards the 
FWCP's perceived conflict of interest is growing, (Roles, ResponsibBities and Poflcy 
requirements to compensate for Dam Impacts). 

Examples; 

Co-Chair (FWCP) I Directer of Resource Management (FLNRO) John Krebs 

Senior Wildlife Biologist (FWCP) Irene Manley 

Contract Biologis1s (FWCP) Jakob Dulisse Thomas Hill 

1) The Valley Voice Newspaper Feb. 10 /16 NACFOR Summit Lake logging .. 
operations expected to start soon 

" The research team, including Dulisse. Irene Manley wildlife biologist with Ministry of 
Forests, lands and Natural Resources; Thomas Hill field technician and Erin Mcleod 
one of NACFOR's summer students, did night surveys on three of the blocks to identify 
the· habitat features that will be protected during harvesting. D 

2) The valley Voice Newspaper Feb. 24/16 Protest camp preventS NACFOR from 
work at Summit Lake 

"A ·recent report on the issue by Wayne McCrory, conservation biologist, supports the 
protesters park expansion concept For Summit Lake, given the high public profile, the 
provincial significance of the toad population, its blue4isted status and the model 
research leading to successful highway mortality mitigation, it is very surprising that 
MFLNRO has not seriously considered the option of protection of core terrestrial habitat 
on the Summit Lake south side to provide the most protection for the Summit Lake toad 
population. •• ·· 

.· 
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June 22 - August 14 2017 

Hi John Horgan, Andrew Weaver, Katrine Conroy, Michelle Munga/1, Doug 
Donaldson, George Heyman, Kenneth Peterson, David Morton, 

Please find enclosed; Background on BC Hydro ( a Government unto itself) 
Background on the Western Toad at Summit Lake 

It is time to reign-in BC Hydro and reinstate BC Hydro as the Province's most valuable Crown 
Corporation & Public Utility. 

BC Hydro's total debt and privatization policies (control of production, transmission and 
distribution ) have received far too little public scrutiny and has enormous implications for the 
future of BC Hydro and for public ownership, control and management of its electricity system. 

Stop Site C and all the associated impacts; Massive debt, environmental damage, loss of fish 
& wildlife populations I crucial habitat, flooding Class 1 agriculture land, expropriations etc, and 
unreasonable priced electricity for ratepayers and taxpayers. 

It is in the public interest to redress BCUC's role and responsibilitie~ as an independent 
regulator and establish documentation of all BC Hydro's actual debt load under an 
independent forensic auditor (including Site C /IPP's ). 

Please do not allow Fortis Inc. to purchase from Teck Resources the two-thirds share of the 
Waneta Dam. This is an excellent opportunity to have public ownership of the Waneta by BC 
Hydro, Columbia Basin Trust and Columbia Power Corporation. 

The Province - BC Hydro - the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource 
Operations - the Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program and the Columbia Basin Trust at 
the Regional level, are failing to compensate, conserve, protect and enhance this 
exceptional western toad population, their core terrestrial forest habitat and one of the 
biggest toad migrations on the planet • 

.. We wish to thank you for making the necessary changes at BC Hydro and the BC Utilities 
Commission, review of the Site C Dam & Reservoir, ownership of the Waneta Dam and 
stopping the Grizzly trophy hunt. 

* Also a special appreciation of Andrew's media support for the western toad and Katrine's 
support for the western toad in the legislature while in opposition. 

Looking at the key priorities for the Premier's Cabinet and using the Western Toad at Summit 
Lake as a model, let us begin working together to implement endangered species legislation, 
modernizing land-use planning to include FN & communities and using the Great Bear 
Rainforest as a model for ecosystem-based management that will support British Columbia's 
fish, wildlife and their habitats. 

Building on the Ministers key priority objectives and combining all the other numerous 
conservation and management action plans, Wildlife Habitats for Tomorrow is suggesting 
developing a high level Provincial - Integrated Watershed-based Management Plan 
(Manitoba) and a Comprehensive Fish & Wildlife Conservation Strategy (Washington 
State). (examples enclosed in the package). 

f • 



Please intervene to establish dam impact Compensation for this Priority 1 
amphibian, support Conservation of this species at risk and designate habitat 
Protection under Park I Goal2- Protected Areas Strategy (PAS). ( 663 ha.) 
There is 3,921 hectares of special features remaining to be allocated. 

Thank you 

Grant Trower 
Communications Coordinator 
Wildlife Habitats for Tomorrow Box t088 Kaslo BC VOG 1MO 250-366-4375 
lardeauriver@vahoo.ca 



3) The VaHey Voice Newspaper Mar. 23 /16 Mild weather stops NACFOR operations at 
Summit Lake 

"A group of people wanting to save the toads blockaded NACFOR when they showed 
up for work Feb. 18, and Tobey said a week of consulting for legal options and advice 
lead to the RCMP attending the barricade and opening of the road to commence road 
building Mar. 1," 
" We don't know enough about the toads, Charet said. yes, they've done some studies, 
but the toads are bordering on extinction. We can't keep doing what we're doing and 
expect the species to survive. " 

4) Westbank First Nation to Rick Fraser Feb. 22/16 

" Our office has spoken to several other Okanagan Bands and no one was informed of 
this serious issue, Westbank, nor the Okanagan bands would consider this as full 
consultation." 
" Westbank does not support the issuance of this permit and is requesting to halt any 
further harvesting to this area until adequate research has been conducted on toads 
and toad lets and some form of mitigation being put in place. " 

5} Jim Guido I John Krebs reply to Wayne McCrory Mar. 10/16 

u Small patch harvest off these road systems has taken place as recent as 2007 without 
any these specific measures being implemented. it is important to recognize that the 
scope of toad work at Summit Lake initially focussed on addressing the most urgent 
issue- road mortality. The potential impacts from forest harvesting came to light recently, 
and is being addressed in a collaborative and adaptive management fashion. " 

6) Jim Guido reply to Wayne McCrory Mar. 11 /16 

" It is not our intention to avoid the discussion of the appropriate habitat protection 
actions, how these are guided by ongoing studies and what activities we think can 
safely take place. " 

7) Rick Fraser reply to Westbank First Nation Mar. 16/16 

" The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, Fish and Wildlife Compensation 
Program, Columbia Basin Trust, NACFOR and staff from the Ministry of Forest, Land 
and Natural Resource Operations have been working cooperatively on protecting the 
critical habitat, and the cautious and monitored harvesting activities will contribute to our 
understanding of the toads habitat needs. These include best management practices of 
logging on snowpack, predetermining micro habitats that protect hibernating toads and 
managing traffic on roads that are used by toads through their migration. NACFOR is 
cooperating with the implementation of these practices and proposing a slow approach 
to these activities so that they along with the Ministry Resource Management Biologists 
can further develop their understanding of the toads needs. These carefully planned 



and carried out operations will increase our knowledge and understanding of this 
species of concern which will not only benefit this population but others throughout its 
range in the province." 

8) Tim Sheldon- Deputy Minister FLNRO reply to Crystal Spicer Mar. 16/16 

"These agencies have been working cooperatively to protect critical western toad 
habitat and study toad migration. As such, logging activities will proceed cautiously, with 
close monitoring by our ministry. Information gained through this work is expected to aid 
our scientific understanding of western toads and contribute to best practices advice, 
which will encourage the species' recovery. " 

9) Chris O'Riley- Deputy CEO - BC Hydro reply to Debbie Pitaoulis April 15 /16*-

" Western toad research and conservation activities continue to be important to the 
FWCP in the Columbia region. Specifically, the FWCP Columbia Board has supported 
these activities since 2010 with financial contributions of over$ 360,000. In 2016-17 
activities include continuation of an ongoing western toad population assessment, 
construction, maintenance and monitoring of highway fencing at the (Highway 6) 
highway site and support for the annual Toad Fest event." 

"An important distinction is that the scope and mandate of the FWCP does not include 
making decisions related to land use and resource extraction, including logging. This 
responsibility rests with the Province of BC, in this particular case the Ministry of 
Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations {MFLNRO) and Nakusp and Area 
Community Forest (NACFOR). 

1 0) Jim Standen - Assistant Deputy Minister - BC Parks and Conservation Officer 
Service Division reply to Elsje deBoer April21/16 

"As you know, Ministry of Environment staff along with Wildlife staff at FLNRO, as well 
as a contract biologist funded by the Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program have 
developed a draft best management practices document and implementation has begun 
through mitigation measures to maintain habitat features within harvested blocks for 
Western Toads. II 

11) Paul M. Rasmussen- Regional Executive Director- FLNRO May 12/16 

"Although this logging occurred without benefit of current best management practices, a 
continued viable population now thrives, indicating population residence over time, 
within their current habitat. That said, we continue to develop understanding of the 
species and further improvement to logging practices. II 



* * NACFOR's FAQ sheet, Summit Lake Feb. 2016 
II We plan on maintaining a data collecting program covering the cutblock areas and 
surrounding areas over the next years to measure toad occurrence and habitat use. We 
think this will add to the current limited body of knowledge- useful information about the 
effects of logging on toads. We think it is valuable to do operational based research that 
we can apply to other areas in the NACFOR land base. " 

1) Wildlife Impacts Due to BC Hydro Dams in the Columbia Basin. 

Irene Manley and John Krebs- 2011 

Restore I Maintain Ecosystem Connectivity 

Creation of large reservoirs can fragment landscapes for wide-ranging species. In 
conjunction with other development such as transportation corridors, human settlement, 
agriculture, forestry, recreation, these cumulative effects can result in species loss. 
Following significant habitat loss, fragmentation and under significant threat from 
multiple stressors for wetland-dependant species, loss of landscape connectivity 
between breeding, summer and winter habitats as well as loss of connection among 
wetlands has reduced the population resilience of amphibian species such as the 
Northern leopard frog and the Western toad. 

2) Western Toad Habitat Considerations for Forestry Operations. 

Jakob Dulisse, Irene Manley and Thomas Hill 

Forest Practices 

" It should be noted that it will be very difficult to retain many of these features in a clear 
cut harvest scenario - it will be much easier to retain these features through partial 
cutting methods. " 

"Proximity to a breeding area (at this site, Summit Lake) is likely the most important 
terrestrial habitat variable for western toads (i.e the density of toads migrating and 
hibernating is likely highest near breeding areas). This should be considered when 
planning harvest activities near wetlands and lakes - cut blocks should be located as far 
from amphibian breeding sites as possible. Buffer and movement I mitigation corridors 
adjacent to breeding sites should be identified and retained. II 

II In order of importance, key Western Toad habitat features can be retained in a forestry 
setting by: 
*Not harvesting in the best Western Toad habitat (i.e. areas closest to breeding sites). II 



Reading through the letters I can appreciate the growing constituency of people who 
realize the importance to protect the forest habitat for this exceptional Western Toad site 
at Summit Lake. It is also understandable that people are questioning the messaging 
outlined in the agencies letters, suggesting they are ~~ working cooperatively on 
protecting the critical habitat while cautiously and slowly building roads and logging, as 
biologists further develop their understanding and increase their knowledge of the 
Western toads forest habitats ... It is interesting to read that using the (to be determined 
or on going) best management practices for harvesting and road building within the 
toads core terrestrial habitat will actually result in a benefit for this species of concern. It 
is not surprising about the confusion towards the perception of conflict of interest by the 
FWCP now that it is working to mitigate habitat- species loss and encourage species 
recovery from forestry impacts (logging activities} rather than conservation, restoration 
and protection of the western toads crucial wet forest ecosystem. 

Obviously, by reading the key correspondence above, there is a gap of information that 
was requested to be provided to the Board in preparation for the Western Toad issue, 
for the April 18th and May. 17th meetings, leaving the Board inadequately prepared. 

Please provide an answer to the following questions before the June 1st. meeting; 
Thank you. 

Was the Board notified of the research teams participation and role to develop best 
management practices for mitigating forestry impacts within the core Western Toad 
terrestrial habitat at Summit Lake ? I do not remember the Boards endorsement 

How did the FWCP staff get involved with NACFOR's community forest operations 
(recommendations for best logging practices} and which budgets are contributing to this 
work? 

$750,000 ($360,000 FWCP) already spent helping these amphibians move from their 
aquatic I terrestrial habitats and it would be beneficial for the Board to have a list of the 
summary reports outlining the multi years of research and resulting outcomes to date, 
i.e. what are the results and recommendations of the tunnel and the fencing ? 

Could you please send out the copy of Jakob, Irene and Thomas's- Western Toad 
Habitat Considerations for Forestry Operations at Summit Lake 2015 report. 

Looking forward to the next steps that will support the Programs conservation and 
enhancement work at Summit Lake by trying to get in front of the toads issue and 
deciding about having an open-house well before this years Toad Fest. 

all the best 
Grant 





'7he Washington Wildlife Action Plan will help conserve wildlife and 
vital natural areas before they become too rare and costly to protect 
As our communities grow, the Wildlife Action Plan will give us the 
ability to ful(llt our responsibility to conserve wildlife and the lands and 
waters where they live for future generations." 

-Washington Governor Christine M. Gregoire 

·washington's Wildlife Action Plan, as well as those of the other states and 
territories, presents a new comprehensive vision that will change the face 
of wildlife conservation in North America. We ore exploring new frontiers, 
biologically, sodolly and economically. In Washington, this is more than the 
ethic of conserving our states biodiversity -lasting solutions to complicated 
natural resource issues require collaborative processes with our many 
conservation partners." 

- Dr.Jeffi'ey P. Koenings, Director, Washington Department ofFish and Wildlife 
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Gwm s.wcH~LL CRANEs 1 sunny walter 

A Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy 

E
ach state and territory in the U.S. has 
developed a proactive plan to conserve wildlife 
species before they become too rare and 

before conservation actions become more costly. 
This is a summary of Washington's plan -the 
Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy 
(CWCS). The CWCS was approved by the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service in October 2005. It 
qualifies Washington for an important new federal 
funding source: the State Wildlife Grants program. 

The CWCS is part ofTeaming with Wildlife, a 
broad national bipartisan wildlife conservation 
coalition that includes more than 3,000 
organizations across the nation. 

The CWCS was developed by scientists and 
planners, with input from conservationists, natural 
resource users, and the general public. Washington 

is one of the most ecologically diverse states in the 
United States. Seacoasts and estuaries, grasslands 
and prairies, dry shrub-steppe and various types 
of forest create many habitats for many species of 
wildlife. The CWCS provides a solid biological 
foundation and strategic framework for the 
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, its 
conservation partners and Washington residents to 
take action with specific action plans: 

iW To identify and safeguard wildlife and natural 
habitats important to many of our family 
traditions and for future generations. 

iJtl To conserve all wildlife and the habitats they live 
in, starting with the animals and places most in 
need of help. 

iW To assure that the natural habitats needed by 
wildlife are healthy enough to provide clean 
water and air for both wildlife and people. 

~~I victOria o"doMell 
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What's unique about our state? 

Two of the state's ecosystems - the channeled 
scablands of eastern Washington and the 
Olympic rainforest- are found nowhere else 

in the world! 

These varied landscapes and the animals and plants 
that live there create Washington's biodiversity- a 
natural heritage important to the long-term health 
and economic security of every resident of the 
state. 

Change is normal in naturally evolving environments, 
but Washington's rapid human population growth 
and activities associated with increased economic 
vitality have stressed portions of our natural 
environment. The combined effects of multiple 
stressors has disrupted functioning habitats and 
damaged fish and wildlife populations. The CWCS 
recognizes this fact, but also acknowledges that both 
people and wildlife are vital to the Evergreen State. 
The ewes seeks to guide the protection and 

ihlo1•t much 1ave w-e.:Io-st? · · ·: -.. 
V 70° o of estuarine\\~etlands 

' ../ .:;o to qon o of riparian h.1bi tat 

"' 90t'u of old grm\j"th forest · 
... 70° u of a rid gr.1s~Llnds 
../ 30'\l of shrub-stq~ iH~· habit1t 
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Some of tli.es~ l~;l;it.1ts Jl'l' .ut1ong 
!he most di\' ~rse and producli\"e 
for ri:'.lti .~~-~ ~fish .1_nd .wildlife.-
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enhancement of habitats critical to the future of our 
state's wildlife and thus, to our way of life. 

What's at Stake 

In many areas of our state, natural places are no 
longer able to provide for the basic needs of 
both people and wildlife, including clean air and 

water, food, and shelter. The losses and changes are 
considerable in urbanizing areas like the Puget Sound 
region, where communities are pushing out from the 
shoreline up into the watersheds to the very foothills 
of the Cascade Mountains. Wild runs of Pacific salmon 
used to teem throughout these watersheds, only to 
be threatened by land use changes and development 
projects. On the Columbia Plateau, much of the 
natural shrub-steppe and grasslands are now growing 
food for people rather than for native wildlife such as 
the greater sage-grouse. A new threat has emerged 
from invasive plant and animal species that have no 
natural enemies, and thus expand rapidly into new 
areas every year. They are a common enemy to native 
wildlife and upland farmland, as well as commercial 
shellfish. 

The stakes are high, but responding to change is the 
Washington way. Moving Washington forward requires 
a focused effort - and that focal point is the ewes. 
The ewes recognizes that fragmented upland 
habitats can be enlarged, riparian areas can be restored, 
estuarine nearshore can be functional, and water can 
be cool and clean. It also recognizes that people will 
continue to raise families in and around these habitats. 
And that a balance needs to be created between the 
two. 



COMPREHENSIVE WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
CWCS ACTIONS 

STRATEGIES I 

I 

' 

i 
! Leave no species behind Protect wildlife and habitats I ./ Identify Species of Greatest I ' 
I 

most in need of help, while Conservation Need 
working to keep common ./ Determine priority habitats 
species common. ./ Identify the most serious 

conservation problems 
./ Identify the most effective 

conservation actions 
I 

I 
Build a plan of plans Use existing plans, assessments, Review and synthesize 

and scientific tools. hundreds of conservation I 
i 

plans that provide information 
and recommendations for 
priority wildlife species and 
the habitats upon which they 
depend. 

Strengthen conservation Leverage taXpayer dollars Partners: 

partnerships by expanding on WDFW's Federal and state agencies 
existing partnerships and Local governments 

I 

identifying new opportunities Farmers and forest landowners 
for cooperating with other Treaty Indian tribes 
organizations. Nonprofit conservation 

organizations 
Local and regional land trusts 

Emphasize biodiversity Identify, protect and restore Coordinate development 
conservation areas that support the greatest and implementation of the 

diversity of wildlife. CWCS with the Washington 
Biodiversity Council. 

In l<eeping with WDFW's mission,. the CWCS focuses on animals and animal habitat diversity. It does not directft 
address rare plants, ptan_t ossodations or landscape features that ore protected by the Washington Department 
of Natural Resources Natural Heritage Plan 
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Protect the wildlife and habitats most in need of help, 
while working to keep common species common 

Species of 
Greatest Conservation Need 

Washington's list of 193 Species of Greatest 
Conservation Need (SGCN) is the 
driving force behind the CWCS. It builds 

on current efforts to protect fish and wildlife 
species, including those listed on state and federal 
endangered, threatened and sensitive species lists. 
It also 'includes species not yet listed but for which 
conservation actions or additional information is 
needed. Life history details and other information 
about all wildlife on the SGCN list are included in 
the full ewes text. 

Priority Habitats 

The ewes includes habitats that are crucial for 
the conservation of at-risk wildlife species and 
for keeping common species common. This list 

of 20 habitats was developed using two detailed 
scientific assessments (the WDFW Priority 
Habitats and Species list and Wildlife Habitat 
Relationships in Oregon and Washington), as well as 
the list of Species of Greatest Conservation Need. 

Some examples of Species of Greatest 
Conservation Need and their associated priority 
habitats are shown in photos throughout this 
booklet. 



5HAAPTAJLEC SNAKE I william leonard 

Greatest Consenation CbaDenges 
hi Reverse habitat loss due to 

conversion, fragmentation, and 
degradation. 

hi Curb the spread of invasive alien 
plant and animal species. 

hi Improve the diversion and 
allocation of surface water to leave 
more water for fish and wildlife. 

hi Improve water quality. 

~ Recover salmon populations. 

fill Implement updated forest 
conservation and management 
practices. 

~ Implement updated agricultural and 
livestock grazing practices. 

i'al Reverse the spread of plant and 
animal diseases and pathogens. 

,_. Improve our knowledge of wildlife 
species. populations and habitats. 

Most Effective Conservation Actions 
hi Conserve and restore habitat on 

public, private and tribal lands. 

hi Implement species conservation 
strategies and coordinated salmon 
recovery plans. 

hi Ensure that local, state and federal 
laws are implemented to protect 
fish, wildlife and habitat. 

hi Conduct biological assessments, 
research, surveys and monitoring of 
fish, wildlife and habitat. 

hi Identify scientific information for 
local governments and planners. 

hi Expand wildlife information and 
conservation education programs. 

O!.'rHI'Ic: M.W10T I stephen penbnd 
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CAUFOI\NIA MouNTAIN KlNGSNAKE I adam p. summers 

... 

Top conservation challenges and 
effective conservation actions for wildlife 

Top Conservation Challenges 
Habitat loss through conversion, 
fragmentation, and degradation 

Habitat loss through conversion to other uses, 
fragmentation and degradation is the most 
serious statewide threat to Washington's 

native fish and wildlife. More than half the state's 
highest priority wildlife habitats have been lost 
since statehood in 1889. Once native habitat is 
converted to other uses, remaining habitat is left 
as isolated fragments in a maze of multiple land 
uses. Wildlife populations associated with these 
fragmented habitats may be blocked from their 

normal movement patterns and migration routes, 
and isolated from other breeding populations. 
Thirty thousand to 80,000 acres of functional 
habitat for wildlife are lost or altered every year. 

Invasive alien plant and animal species 

Invasive, non-native plants and animals outcompete 
and displace native species, profoundly changing 
natural systems. Invasive alien species evolve in 
other parts of the world and arrive in Washington 
without the natural predators and diseases that 
control their growth in their native environment. 
This is a critical problem for native fish, wildlife and 
biodiversity, and for our vital agricultural industry. 



Cordgrass (Spartina) outcompetes and 
eliminates native salt marsh vegetation and 
fills in tidal mudflats, which are important 
habitat for native salmon, shellfish, shorebirds 
and other migratory bird populations. 
Spmiinn infestations are present in Willapa 
Bay, and are gaining a foothold in the inland 
marine waters of Puget Sound. 

Cheatgrass has replaced native grassland 
commwtities all over the Intermountain West, 
including Washington. Originally from Asia, 
it has limited or no food value for wildlife and 
livestock and is a major fire hazard in shrub
steppe deserts and ponderosa pine forests. 

Bullfrogs have a severe impact in freshwater 
habitats on declining species such as western 
pond turtles, northern leopard frogs, and 
other native amphibian, fish and even bird 
species. 

Other alien invasive species include, but are 
not limited to: Japanese eelgrass, oyster drill, 
varnish clam, European green crab, yellow 
starthistle, knapweed species, Dalmatian 
toadflax and sulfur cinquefoil. 

Effective Conse" ation Actions 
Identify scientific information for local 
governments and planners. 

The ewes identifies the types of reliable 
landscape-scale data and biological information 
needed by local governments for good decision
making to conserve important wildlife habitat, 
protect natural areas critical for clean air 
and water. and administer the state Growth 
Management Act and other locally administered 
land use ICIWS. 

Enhance and conserve habitat on public, 
private, and tribal lands and waterways. 

The ewes includes specific conservation and 
acquisition recommendations for each priority 
habitat type. These recommendations will be used 
to: 

WDFW 8101.0Gl$T ANO FRIENDS AT PuYAllUP F.-t~ I wdfw 

w Make up-to-date management 
decisions on the statewide network 
of more than 840,000 acres owned 
or managed by WDFW. 

w Help WDFW improve its role in 
providing other public agencies 
with wildlife information and habitat 
recommendations for the lands 
they manage. Forty percent of 
Washington's land base is in public 
ownership. 

w Work with Indian tribal councils 
to identify and conserve important 
wildlife habitat on tribal lands. 
About 16% ofWashington is witnin 
tribal reservations. 

et1 Boost financial and non-financial 
incentives for private landowners 
and provide technical assistance 
for private conservation 
organizations, county extension 
agents, and conservation districts. 
Approximately 60% ofWashington's 
land base is privately owned. 
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i 990, at)~,,_g~g.o tpe'"W!W-Ungton 
Wildlife andltecreation C~on,1he 
Legisla~e,<;~..e~tel'the W_gshington Wfialife and 
Recreation Prog:E'l\lil\.{WWRI'). !Ihis>p~ 
makes grams !o state and.localgovemmenL 
entities' to ~tlyprotect:hal:iitat ana 
recreational lands aaoss the state. Tne progrsm 
has made over $4SO~on.availilb1e ana 
funCled 775 projects. :Ihe WWRP has ~led 
the Washington I:>epartment of. Fish and 
WilQlife (WDFW) to ac~ more than 80,000 
acres of critical habitat to suppo~ species such 
as sharptail grouse, pygmy rabbits, .on, elk, 
deer and uplanclgame. 

Land acquisition is 11 powerful conservation tool 
that en~ails more ~~the fee title pu,rcnas..e 
of l~ds; it also includes conservation easements 
and other types of landowner agreements. 
In order to~ articulate the relationShip 
b~tween land acgui.sition and cons~tion 
goals, WDFW publ.i.s1Je<j !sands 20/2.0: A Oear 
Vision fqr the Funp-e in July, 2005. Lands 20/20 
clearly defin~ those-values by which WDFW 
will make land acquisition decisions in the 
futu,re, and lays out a process that inco~porates 
sdentific review and ~blic involvemEp:"~t. 

Lands 20/20 recognizes the legacy ,established 
by WDFW after 70 years of acquiring lands for 
fish and wildlife and related recreation. It also 
recognizes acquisition as just one conservation 
tool, and that to be truly successful, 
conservation of Washington's r~aining 
fish, wildlife and habitat will require public 
understanding and support of many diHerent 
conservation strategies. These strategies are 
outlined in Washington's Comprehensive 
Wildlife Conservation Strategy (CWCS). Lands 
20/2.0 also utilizes the ewes to inform the 
acquisition process and to place it in the context 
of other conservation tools. 

N Identify areas with high habitat or 
biodiversity values that can best 
be conserved through fee-title 
acquisition, land donations, land 
trades, or conservation easements. 

Implement species conservation 
strategies and coordinated salmon 
recovery. 

The CWCS focuses attention on wildlife species 
included on the statewide Species of Greatest 
Conservation Need (SGeN) list. A range of 
conservation actions is recommended for these 
species, from the development of recovery plans 
for wildlife most in need of help, to baseline 
population surveys for other species. 

Large-scale, coordinated salmon recovery 
efforts are well underway in Washington. The 
ewes does not duplicate these efforts, but 
implementation of the ewes will enhance 
salmon recovery by focusing on priority habitats 
throughout the state. 

Expand wildlife information and 
conservation education programs. 

Effective conservation of habitat and biodiversity 
can only be accomplished if the public and policy 
makers understand the biological needs of wildlife. 
The ewes identifies a wide range of necessary 
education and information actions. 

Conduct biological assessments, research, 
monitoring and surveys of 6sh, wildlife 
and habitat. 

The ewes recommends targeting areas where 
knowledge should be improved to ensure that 
conservation priorities and programs reflect the 
current needs of wildlife and habitats. 
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Ensure implementation of local, state, 
and federal laws to protect fish, wildlife 
and habitat. 

The ewes recommends enhanced enforcement 
of existing harvest and habitat laws, as well as 
partnerships with other agencies to publicize 
and implement laws, regulations, and permit 
conditions that prevent the destruction or 
degradation of important habitat. 

Building a Plan of Plans 

WDFW and its many partners are involved 
in a range of conservation planning and 
assessment efforts for fish and wildlife 

species, habitats, and biodiversity. This work was 
accomplished through collaboration among policy 
makers, years of field investigation and analysis 
by scientists, and input from the public. Some 
of these efforts are management and recovery 
plans for individual species such as salmon or lynx. 
Others focus on managing certain types of habitat. 
Others address biodiversity statewide. We 
consulted many plans and assessments to build 
the ewes on a solid foundation of both previous 
and ongoing work, including: 

Ecoregional Assessments 

Ecoregional assessments (EAs) address species 
and habitat conservation targets and map 
biodiversity for each ofWashington's nine 

EcOIIEGIONS oF WASHINGTON 1 wt dept. of natu~ resources 

ecoregions. The CWCS incorporates the results 
of the EAs to enable us to address biodiversity 
needs on a landscape scale, as well as problems 
and management priorities that vary throughout 
the state. 

Ecoregions are broad ecological patterns in 
the landscape. Each ecoregion has a unique 
combination of soils, geology, hydrology and 
climate that in turn create the right conditions for 
unique plant communities and wildlife. Washington 
has nine ecoregions, ranging from the marine
influenced lowlands of the PugetTrough to the dry 
shrub-steppe of the Columbia Plateau. 

Washington Natural Heritage Plan 

This program provides the framework for a 
statewide system of state-owned natural areas that 
provide habitat for rare and declining species and 
places for healthy, functioning ecosystems. 

Other plans include: 

~ Northwest Forest Plan 

~ Northwest Power and Conservation 
Council subbasin plans 

~ Puget Sound Water Quality 
Management Plan 

~ Salmon recovery plans and 
assessments 

PI/ Washington GAP Project 

• WDFWWildlife Area Plans 

9 
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From the Bottom Up 

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife 
staff and local stakeholders are building 
on ewes strategies by implementing a 

Wildlife Action Plan in each ofWashington's 
nine ecoregions. These people have the 
localized knowledge and expertise to determine 
conservation priorities for their ecoregion. 

Action #1. Determine which species, 
habitats and landscapes represent the 
greatest conseJVation opportunities for 
each ecoregion. 

Drawing on the CWCS toolbox, they will work 
at three scales. First, they will use the statewide 
list of Species of Greatest Conservation Need 
and species recovery plans to determine priority 
species for their ecoregion. Working at the 
~andscape sca~e. they will consult Ecoregional 
Assessments and specia~ized maps to identify areas 
of 11ighest biodiversity. Finally, they will examine 
the ewes list of priority habitats to make sure 
that .. all the bases are covered:' 

ActiOil 12. Identify specific actions 
needed to realize ecoregional 
amservation opportunities. 

Next. each group will consider conservation 
challe~ identified in the ewes and evaluate 
conservation actions already underway by WDPN 

and other agencies and organizations. They will 
conduct a "gap analysis" to determine what still 
needs to be done. And they will explore ways 
to create corridors of connectivity betWeen 
protected landscapes. 

Action #3: Activate parbterships; identify 
conservation roles. 

Although WDFW has primary responsibility 
for wildlife conservation in Washington, 
implementing the Wildlife Action Plan will require 
the cooperation and active participation of the 
public as well as other agencies and conservation 
organizations. WDFW will work with these 
conservation partners to prioritize on-the-ground 
actions and identify roles for each partner. 



Noi\'THEI\N LEOPAAO FIIOG I John dudak 

From the Top Down 
Secure adequate funding for wildlife 
conservation 

The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife 
0/VDFW) will work closely with other state 
wildlife agencies and the nationwide Association of 
Fish and Wildlife Agencies to get the CWCS in the 
hands of state, federal and local decision-makers, 
business interests, the conservation community 
and the general public. In particular,WDFW will 
make copies of the ewes available to members 
of Congress and federal agency administrators 
who Will help provide the necessary funding to 
implement the Wildlife Action Plan. 

Emphasize biodiversity conservation 

The Washington Biodiversity Council is developing 
a proactive blueprint for Washington's first-
ever biodiversity strategy. This 30-year vision 
will include a strategy for educating the publlc 
about bioatver'Sity and will incorporate statewide 
and ecoregional priorities and benchmarks. for 
conservation of land and water {both fresh and 
marine). 

Implementation parlners 

fJtl USDA Forest Service 
fltl U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
fJtl Bureau of land Management 
fltl Bureau of Reclamation 
fJtl Department of Defense 
fJtl National Park Service 
fltl Washington Department of Natural 

Resources 
fJtl Washington State Parks and Recre-

ation Commission 
fJtl Tribal land management agencies 
N Private forest landowners 
fltl Local governments 
fJtl Local conservation districts, irrigation 

districts, and weed boards. 

Other public and private conservation partners: 

fltl Governmental partners who establish policy, 
administer programs and regulations, or direct 
funding to wildlife conservation Include the 
National Marine Fisheries Service, Northwest 
Power and Conservation Council, Salmon 
Recovery Funding Board, Puget Sound Action 
Team, and Washington Departments of Ecology 
and Transportation. 

fJtl Nonprofit conservation and wildlife recreation 
groups such as The Nature Conservancy, 
Audubon Washington, People for Puget Sound, 
Cascade land Conservancy, Trust for Public land, 
Washington Wildlife Federation, Trout Unlimited, 
Ducks Unlimited, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, 
and local land trusts. 

11 



Detailed implementation 

The CWCS is a dynamic planning strategy 
designed to be continually examined, refined and 
adapted to meet changing circumstances. The 
WDFW. with advice from its public and private 
partners, will carry on this effort. They will: 

/Ill Continue to re-examine and refine the relative 
priority of wildlife species and associated 
habitats. 

w Integrate the CWCS into the 30-year 
Biodiversity Conservation Strategy currently 
being crafted by the new Washington 
Biodiversity Council. 

fill Coordinate multi-agency land acquisition 
with other state and local agencies through 
the Interagency Committee for Outdoor 
Recreation (lAC). 

fill Accelerate coordinated planning for species 
and habitat conservation among federal and 
state land management agencies. 

fill Complete local habitat assessments and 
develop new and better databases and mapping 
products for local governments to use in 
Growth Management Planning. 

fill Better integrate management of marine and 
aquatic ecosystems with terrestrial ecosystems, 
both within WDFW and among state and 
federal agencies. 

fill Incorporate identified species and habitat 
conservation priorities into operational work 
plans within WDFW and other conservation 
partners. 

fill Incorporate specific conservation actions into 
WDFW's cost accounting systems to help 
develop and monitor project budgets and 
priorities. 

What role does science play in wildlife and biodiversity 
conservation? 

12 

./ Identifies what should be conserved . 

./ Detennines how it should be conserved. 

./ Measures and monitors the effect of conservation actions. 

What role do Washingtonians play in wildlife 
and biodiversity conservation? They use the 
science to influence or decide: 

./ How much wildlife and biodiversity should be 
conserved . 

./ Where wildlife habitat should be conserved . 

./ How mada money and other public resoun:es 
should be applied to conservation. 
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The Washington Department of Fish 

and Wildlife has a responsibility to 

protect our state's ~nique legacy. 

The Comprehensive Wi-l:dlife 

Conservation Strategy and Wildlife 

Action Plan outlined in this executive 

summary are integral to the 

preservation of our rich natural heritage 

for current and future generations. 
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What is a Watershed? 
A watershed is a topographically defined area of land 
where the water within flows to a common point. Within a 
watershed, surface and groundwater are generally connected 
as water flows across the landscape through waterways or 
vertically through the various layers of soil and substrate. 
This movement of water across and through the landscape 
connects an area hydrologically. 

Why use VlJatershed bcuB'!Idaries? 
A watershed-based approach to land and water management 
provides benefits that include: understanding how activities on 
the landscape influence INater quality and quantity, fostering a 
connection to the landscape we live in, and ensuring activities 
u.e.strearn are respectful of downstream ~esidents. 

The Man·toba government has adopted this watershed· 

Any activity that affects water quality, quantity, or flow 
rate in one part of the watershed may affect locations 
downstream. Understanding this connectivity within a 
watershed is helpful when planning or managing activities 
for the future. For this reason, to protect our water it makes 
sense to protect our watersheds. 

There are many vital resources and complex interactions that 
occur in a watershed: 

• wetlands store and purify water . 
• water, soils and vegetation provide habitat for all life 01) eCl~l, 
• natural stream meanders and floodplains dissipate energy, 

and decrease water velocity and soil erosion 

based planning philosophy and is working with water 
planning authorities, such as Conservation D"stricts, to lead 
planning efforts. 

Effective integrated watershed management planning is 
important in managing water and land development and 
maintaining a healthy and sustainable watershed community. 

~~,........ ... -
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The Importance of !Planning 

Watershed groups have found a long list of economic, 
admin'strative, and ecological benefits to planning, including: 

• helping local boards prioritize limited resources 
• giving community members an active voice in protecting and 

restoring watershed resources that are important to them 
• providing greater access to a number of resources for 

project implementation 
• targeting activities and programs to areas that need 

greater protection, or to areas whera limited resources wm 
be most effective 

• setting a baseline for measuring the success of 
management efforts 

• reducing costs of remedial actions by preventing future problems 

What is an Integrated Watershed 
Management Plan? 
An integrated watershed management plan (IWMP) is a 
document developed cooperatively by government and 
stakeholders (watershed residents, interest groups). It states 
shared goals and outlines actions to manage land, water and 
related resources on a watershed basis. 

Coll\,servaHoVt. 
I::lLstn:ct 

ProvLVt.ce 

------------.JJ 
Arl example of ho•N plan Ktioos WOfk to~rds a broader goal 
for tha wat~Nied 

Water residents discuss lan d and water ~ssues during 
public consultations. 

What Makes a Plan Integrated? 
Watershed management plans are considered integrated 
because: 

• the planning process is inclusive and broad, and combines 
the needs of diverse watershed stakeholders · _ · . 

• there is a recognition of the balance between ecosystem, 
community and economic bealth 

• the process respects the integration of activities on the land 
and their impact on water 

The Water Protection Act (2006) is enabling legislation 
that guides watershed planning and provides the basis for 
launching and financing an IWMP. The Act also includes 
provisions intended to ensure plans are linked to local 
development plans, further integrating water and land 
planning activities. 

The purpose of an IWMP is to identify priority land and 
water-related issues in the watershed, determine projects or 
policies targeted to address the issues, and identify how land 
and water management programming will be cooperative y 
carried out throughout the watershed. 
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What is t he Planning Process? 
There are several key groups that are critical to developing a 
successful plan: 

Water Planning Authority (WPA): The group that takes on the 
responsibility to develop an IWMP. The WPA must complete an 
IWMP in accordance with The Water Protection Act. 

Project Management Team (PMT}: This PMT is a small' group 
of key decision makers appointed by the WPA to represent the 
interests of all watershed stakeholders. People on this team 
should include a representative from the WPA, those who 
have a special interest in the development of this plan, and a 
watershed planner. The PMT typically meets monthly during the 
development of a plan. Once a plan is implemented, the PMT 
is responsible for ensuring the plan is monitored and evaluated, 
and reporting that progress back to the Watershed Team. 

Watershed Team: This group can be large (30 to 50 people) 
and is selected by the PMT. This team should include a 
diverse and committed group of people who represent 
stakeholder groups, or people who can contribute technical 
information about the watershed. The Watershed Team meets 
three to four times throughout a plan's development. 

The adjoining table outlines the steps involved in each of the 
three main phases of the IWMP process (pre-planning, planning 
and implementation). The IWMP process takes one to two 
years, and is thoroughly revised every eight to 10 years. 

Manitobe Consalvation Oistrids lllnt soma- ofthe many 
organizations that rum pl•ns into action on the ground. 

Pre-rP~aD'llning 

Once your group has decided to take part in the planning 
process there are a few pre-planning steps to follow: 

One Talk to your regional watershed planner about your 
intent and their availability 

lWo Write a letter to your regional watershed planner that 
includes a request to initiate an IWMP, including a resolution 
of support 

Three Gain status as a WPA through signing a memorandum 
of understanding between your watershed group and the 
Minister of Water Stewardship 

Four Form a balanced Project Management Team (PMn to 
fairly represent your group · 

Five Set the terms of the plan. The terms should include the 
purpose of the plan, a schedule, an outline of the roles and 
responsibilities for team members, and a proposed budget 

Planning 
One Host public meetings at locations throughout the 
watershed to gain input on local issues 

Two Host a Watershed Team Meeting to share and review the 
public input on issues 

11aree Compile watershed characterization and an outline of 
the action plan 

Four PMT will prepare and compile a rough outline of 
watershed plan to present to the group 

Five Host a second Watershed Team meeting to discuss 
stakeholder commitments 

Six Write a draft plan 

S~n Host a third Watershed Team meeting to review 
budgets, measures of success and a timeline 

EJ,ght Host a public presentation and review 

Nina Finalize IWMP and submit to minister 

Cna Implement actions and policies from IWMP 

")\.".10 Monitor and evaluate actions 

Tht~a Revise plan 

r
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What does it: cost to dlevelop a plan? 

Each WPA is provided with a watershed planning grant of 
$25,000 to offset expenses related to the development of 
the plan. 

WPA expenses include printing costs, consultant fees, 
meeting fees (room bookings, refreshments, etc.). 

In-kind support makes up the bulk of the costs when · 
developing a plan. Each team member involved in the plan 
will dedicate valuable time, or in-kind support, to this effort. 
The value of this professional input can range from $100,000 
to $200,000, provided at no cost to the WPA. Costs for 
developing an integrated watershed management plan are 
separate from the costs necessary to Implement the plan. 

Plan implementation is funded through many sources. 
Manitoba Water Stewardship supports plan implementation 
through the Conservation Districts Program. Other 
departments, organizations and individuals all contribute 
support as they begin initiating plan actions. 

WatenAeds of the 
CEhurc::tnJI RlvirBasln 

Watersheds of fhe 
Nelson River Basin 

Contact Us 

The Watershed Plannmg and Programs sect1on of 
Manitoba Water Stewardship is available to assist groups 
to develop an Integrated watershed management plan. 

Your regional watershed planners can be reached at the 
following locations: 

Brandon 
Box 13 - 1129 Queens Avenue 
Brandon, MB 
R7A 1L9 
Ph: 204-726-6633 

Dauphin 
Box 9, Room 225 
27 2nd Avenue SW 
Dauphin, MB 
R7N 3ES 
Ph: 204-622-2069 

NHpawa 
Box 20,000, 123 Main Street 
Neepawa, MB 
ROJ 1HO 
Ph: 204-476-7033 
Ph: 204-476-7036 

Stein bad! 
Unit B - 284 Reimer Avenue 
Steinbach, MB 
RSG ORS 
Ph: 204-346-611 5 

Wlnntpeg 
Box 11 - 200 Saulteaux Crescent 
Winnipeg, MB 
R3J 3W3 
Ph: 204-945-7408 
Ph: 204~945-5461 
Ph: 204-945-6392 
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UNESCO tG the rescue 

Site C would have far-reaching impacts 
all the way downstream to the Peace 
Athabasca Delta, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site and home to at-risk 
species such as the Whooping Crane 
and the Wood Buffalo. The delta is 
already suffering from dramatically 
altered river flows caused by the W.A.C. 
Bennett and Peace Canyon dams. 
Adding Site C would be the "straw that 
breaks the camel's back." according to 
hydrological expert Or. Martin Carver. 

The Canadian government would be 
deeply shamed if such harm to a World 
Heritage Site were to happen on Prime 
Minister Trudeau's watch. In September, 
UNESCO is sending an investigative 
mission to Canada to hear from affected 
First Nations and other residents. as 
weLL as scientists and NGOs. 

Sierra Club BC is working closely 
with the Mikisew Cree First Nation to 
ensure the UNESCO mission receives 
intense international scrutiny and media . 
attention. This wiLL give a strong boost 
to the avalanche of Letters, petitions. 
calls and messages (over 45,000!> from 
citizens asking Prime Minister Trudeau 
to put a moratorium on Site C. 

How you can he~p 

Contact Prime Minister Trudeau and 
Cabinet and remind them of their 
promises to honour the treaties. 
The very least they can do is put 
a moratorium on Site C to to allow 
time for the First Nations legal 
challenges. 

Support our work. We're fighting 
for the Peace on all fronts - in 
the courts. in the media, and by 
engaging people in communities 
across BC. Every donation. no matter 
what size, stretches our reach. 
Donate at sierraclub.bc.ca/donate J 

. ~;I .· ... ,,I .· 

\f) SIERRA CLUB BC 
At Sierra Club BC we're inspiring 
generations to defend nature and 
confront climate change, so families. 
communities and the natural world 
can prosper together. 
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Site C fails First Natiof.ls 

The Peace Valley is one of the few 
remaining places where Treaty 8 First 
Nations can hunt. fish and engage 
in cultural activities to maintain their 
identity and connection to the land. 

If built. Site C dam will flood 107 
kilometres of the Peace River and its 
tributaries, including critical hunting 
grounds. It will contaminate fish. Site C 
will also obliterate hundreds of graves 
and ceremonial sites and directly 
hinder Treaty 8 First Nations' cultural 
and ceremonial practices. 

The West Moberly and Prophet River 
First Nations are challenging Site C 
in court. If Canada is serious about 
reconciliation and a new relationship 
with First Nations we must not allow 
Site C to wreak more destruction on 
their Land and culture. 

Site C weuld destroy. land 
we need to grow food 

The Peace valley is a unique food 
oasis in the middle of the boreal forest. 
Farm families in the Peace are able to 
grow high-yielding tomatoes. peppers. 
cantaloupes and melons. Except for the 
Peace valley, none of these heat-loving 
crops can be grown north of Quesnel. 

British Columbia is highly dependent 
on food imports from California and 
other areas that are experiencing a 
megadrought and a loss of agricultural 
production. There are many ways to 
produce power, but only 5 per cent of the 
B.C. land base is suitable for agriculture. 

"The land to IDe fl.ooded·is 
capable of providing fruits and 
vegetables tD meet the natrltional 
requirements of one millien 
people - every year, forever" 

-Wendy Holm, agrologist 
preseRtation to the .Joint.Aeview Panel 

Power we don't need at a 
price we can't afford 

"With Site C, BC Hydro ratepayers will 
be facing a devastating increase of 
anywhere between 30 and 40 per cent 
over the next three years." 

- Former BC Hydro CEO Marc Eliesen 

At $8.8 billion and counting, Site C is 
the most expensive public project in B.C. 
history. Despite the hefty price tag. the 
B.C. government has never investigated 
alternative options. 

Demand for power has been falling 
since 2008. BC Hydro's own figures 
anticipate falling demand from industrial 
users. A recent investigation by DeSmog 
Canada has revealed that BC Hydro is 
paying independent power producers 
not to produce electricity due to 
oversupply. 

The government's decision to commit 
nearly $g billion of taxpayers' dollars to 
Site C without an independent review 
of cost and need is currently being 
investigated by the BC auditor-general's 
office. 
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'HE COLUMBIA RIVER 

he Columbia Basin (in Canada and the United States) is 671,000 
quare kilometres, or about the same size as the province of Alberta. 
t concains an incredible range of ecosystems including interior rain 
orests, grasslands, and deserts. The Columbia Basin is home to a 
1uge diversity of wildlife with over 700 species of reptiles, birds, fish, 
,nd mammals. 

\ccording to archaeologists, humans have inhabited the Columbia 
tiver Basin for more than 10,000 years. 

rhe Columbia River was visited by Robert Gray, an American ex
'lorer in 1791 and is named after his vessel, the Columbia. The River 
legins its 2.000 kilometre journey at Columbia lake near Canal Flats, 
ac and flows through British Columbia, Washington and Oregon 
:>efore it enters the Pacific Ocean, west of Portland, Oregon. 

Not long after Northwest pioneers established the first cities in the Basin, 
they began to use the river to make dearicity for their homes and indus
tries. The T.w. Sulllivan Dam in Oregon City was the first hydroelectric 
dam in the lower Columbia Basin. It was built in 1888. The first hydro
electric dam built in the Canadian ponion of the Columbia River system 
was the Lower Bonnington, built in 1897 on the Kootenay River. 

Most of the darns on the Columbia River were built between 1950 

and 1980. Currently there are more than 450 dams (hydropower, agri
culture and municipal} on the Columbia mainstem and its tributaries, 
making it the most dammed river in the world. 

The economies of the Pacific Northwest United States and British 
Columbia are dependent on the power and revenue generated from 
the hydroelectric system in the Columbia Basin. 

The Canadian Columbia Basin region provides 50 percent of the total 
hydrodecrric power produced in British Columbia. Power produced as 
a result of this hydroelectric infrastructure fuels the provincial economy 
and provides low-cost electricity to all British Columbians. 

The water stored in the Canadian system provides significant additional 
power generation to a number of US hydroelectric facilities down
stream on the Columbia River. Today, the American Northwest relies 

on hydropower for about two-thirds of its electricity, and 40 percent of 
all US hydropower comes from the Columbia River system. 

The increase of human population in the Basin has placed a greater de
mand on the water resources, not only for hydrodectric generarion, but 
also for industry, agriculture, and recreation. This increase in demand 
for water has placed a higher level of regulation on the Columbia River 
and its tributaries. The variety of national, provincial, First Nations, 
and state jurisdictions increase the complexity of managing the system. 

COLUMBIA RIVER TREATY 

Canada and the United States were facing two major challeng
es in the Columbia Basin after the Second World War - the 

"untamed" Columbia River caused periodic and sometimes dev-
astating flooding and an upswing in the economy increased the 
need for more energy. 

In 1964, Canada and the United States ratified the Columbia River 
Treaty (CRn. The purpose of the CRT is to coordinate flood control 
and optimize dectrical energy production in the Columbia River Basin 
in the United States and Canada. Under the CRT, Canada agreed ro 
build three storage dams - Duncan (1968), Hugh Kecnleyside (1969}, 
and Mica (1973) - in me Columbia Basin. The CRT allowed for a 
founh darn - Libby Dam (1974) to be built in the United States. 

In return for the storage of water, Canada is entitled ro one half 
of the additional power generated at the American power plams 
on the Columbia River. The Province of BC, which owns this 

"Canadian Entitlement of Downstream Benefits", sold the first 30 
years of these benefits to a group of US utilities for $254 million. 
The province is now receiving the Canadian Entitlement for the 
remaining 30 years of the CRT. Although there is no official "expi~ 
ry date" for the CRT, there are provisions for renewal, termination, 
or re~negotiation after 6o years (2014), if 10 years notice is given 
(2.014). Regardless of termination of the CRT, Canada is obligated 
to cominue to provide flood control, when called upon, as long as 
the three CRT darns are in operation. 



~ydropower Dam Glossary 

nclllary services an: those services that are required to support 
-an.smission of capacity and energy from ~es to loads, and to 
taintain reliabillty. 

nadromous fish that migrate from the sea to fresh water to spawn. 

vailable transfer capability {ATQ a measure of the transfer capa
ility remaining in the physiCal uansmission netwOrk for further 
ommetciahcrivity, over and above already committed uses. 

.rltfsh Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) an independent 
:gulatory agency of the provincial government openting under and 
dministering the Utilities Commission Att. Primary responsibility 
t the regularion of the energy utilities under its 'jurisdiction to ensure 
bat the rates charged custOmers for energy are .F.Ur, just, and reason
hie. Required to ensun: that utility operadons provide safe. adequate, 
nd secure service to their custOmers. Approves the constriction of 
~ew facilities planned by utilities and their iSSuance of securities. 

typass system, bypass channel a structure in a dam that provides 
route for 6sh to move through or around the dam without going 

hrough•the turbine units. The bypass channd is the part of a system 
hat includes a conduit built into the dam to pass fish. 

:apadty the maximum sustainable amount of power that can be 
troduced or carried at any instant. 

:olumbla River Treaty is a binational aeaty between Canada and the 
~S. signed in 1¢1, and ratified·in 196-4, under which three dams were 
luilt in British Columbia for Bood conaol and gower production. 

jam a barrier across a river designed to control water ftow and/or 
orm a reservoir. 

nstrfbutfon a low voltage u:msmlssion netwark, usually below 
io,ooo Volts, for delivering dectricity to customers' premises. 

:lownstream benefits are the additional power generated in the 
Jnited S~ as a result of the operation of tliree storage dams (Mica, 
:!ugh Keenlqside, Duncan) built in British Columbia.,BC is entitled 
:o one-half of the downstream benefits. 

draft the release of stored water from a reservoir. 

drawdown releasing water from a hydroelectric project to lower the 
reservoir devation. Drawdowns are used for energy production or to 
create additional space in the reservoir to hold back floodwaters; to 
reduce the cross-sectional area of the reservoir, inaeasing the CW'J'CDt 
to aid downstream fish passage; and to expose·normally submerged 
structures for maintenance. 

drawdown/draftlng the distance that the water surface of a reservoir 
is lowered as water is released from the reservoir. 

electricity demand the amount of dectricity rcq'l!ired by consumers 

or by the system. 

energy capability the amount of energy the dearie system can pro
duce over a given time. 

firm energy the assured energy conuibution of the dectric system 
over one year. 

firm transmission service transmission service that is reserved and/ 
or scheduled with a priority that will not be interrupted for economic 
reasons. 

fish ladder a series of ascending pools, similar to a staircase, that 
enables fish to migrate up a rivet past dams. Also called a .6shway. 

flow release the release of water through a hydroelectric facility at a 
presaibed flow rate. 

forebay the part of a dam's reservoir that is immedi~ ~psueam 
of the powerhouse. 

freshet the rise in sueamflow caused by rain or snowmdt. 

full pool maximum reservoir operating levCl permitted in the water 
license. 

gatewell the slot on the upstream face of a concrete dam where 
hydraulic gates are stored when not used to close the turtiine intakes. 
(The gatewdl also typically houses the fish screening device.) 



generator a machine that convercs mechanical energy into electric 
energy. 

generating capacity the maximum power that a power plant, such 
as a hydroelectric dam, can produce under specific conditions. 

gigawatt-hour (GW.h) one million kilowatt-hours. 

gigawatt-hours per annum (GW.h/a) the number of gigawatt-hours 
produced by the electric system in one year. One GW.h will serve 
about 100 residential customers for one year. 

grid nerwork of uansmission lines. 

head (hydraulic head) the vertical distance between the: water level 
in the reservoir above a generating station, and the w.uer level immedi
ately below the turbine oudet. Power output is proportional to head. 

h~dpond small reservoir. 

hydraulic capacity the maximum amount of water that goes 
through the powerhouse at a project. 

hydroelectric the production of electricity using the power of falling 
water or streamflow. 

Independent power producer (IPP) an entity whiCh produces elec
tricity for market to utilities or other customers, and is not governed 
by utility regulations. 

inflow ~ter that flows into a reservoir. 

Intake the enaance to a turbine unit at a hydroelectric dam. 

ldlovolt (kV) one thousand volts. 

kilowatt {kW) one thousand watts; the commercial unit of electric 
power. A kilowatt is the Bow of electricity required to light ten too
watt light bulbs. 

live storage water storage that can be released from the reservoir. 

load centre the region where the majority of electricity custOmers 
are located. 

load forecasting the determination of an estimate of average and 
maximum load requirements for some future time. 

lock a chamber with watertight gates at each end used to lift or lower 
watercraft between the downstream tailrace water level and the up
sueam reservoir level. 

long-term transmission service uansmission service that is reserved 
and/or scheduled for one year or longer. 

maffistem the main channel of the river, as opposed to the sueams 
and smaller rivers that feed into it. In the fish and wildlife program. 
mainstem refers to the Columbia and Snake rivm. 

megawatt (MW) one thousand kilowatts. This term is commonly 
used to measure the: capacity of generating stations; also the rate: at 
which energy can be delivered. 

network Integration transmission service a transmission service 
that allows the transmission customer to integrate, plan, economi· 
cally dispatch, and regulate its network resources m serve its network 
load, both of which are distributed within a $CI'Vice area. 

non-firm transmission service point+to·point transmission service 
that is scheduled and paid for on an as available basis and is subject 
m interruption. 

non-power those features of electric system operations that are not 
related to the production of electricity. 

peak capacity the maximum amount of electrical power that gener~ 
ating stations can produce in any instanL 

penstock the tube through which warer flows from the reservoir m 
the turbines in a hydroelectric generating system. 

pofnt-to-polnt transmission service the resemdon and/or trans
mission of energy on either a firm basis and/or a non-firm basis from 
point(s) of receipt to point(s) of ddivcry. 

power the rate of delivery of energy measured fn watts. 



,werhouse the building or structure containing generators and 
.cill;uy equipment, and where power is produced by the action of 
e water on the turbine blades. 

Jmped storage a byd..rodectric project designed to store electrical 
1etgy on a short·tenn basis. A pumped storage project is typically 
ed to store dectriciry duriqg nighttime periods of low demand for 
e during daily peak demand periods. 

•al time pricing market-based electricity prices for consumption 
:yond a customer's base load. 

!Servolr the lake or body of stored warer funned by a dam. 

ver basin the geographic area drained by a rivir. 

ver miles miles calculated from the mouth of the river or, for up
ream tributaries, from the con8uence with the main river. 

Jn·of-river a hydroelectric &cility that operates using only avail
>le stream flow. nus means they also have limited control of their 
Jt8ow and power gtnerarlon 

1ort-term transmission service t:ranSDlission service under WTS 
tat is reserved and/or scheduled for a term ofless chan one year. 

ulceway a channd designed to collect ice and trash in the river (e.g., 
tgs) before they get into the turbine units and cause ~· 

pill, sptllbay rdeasing water out the spillbays rather than through 
1e turbine units. The spillbay is the dam's safety valve. Without it, 
1ccss water can damage the dam's structure or overflow the dam. 
)ams without bypass systems spill water laden with fish to carry 
1em away from turbines. 

torage the wattt held in a reservoir for power generation or flood 
ontroL 

torage dam a dam with a large reservoir that can hold water over 
rom the annual high-water season to the following low-water season. 

treamflow the rare at which Bowing water passes a given point, mcas
.red in cubic feet per second (d's) or cubic metres per second (m1/s). 

substation an electrical switching station to terminate transmission 
lines and/or a station.at which transmission voltage is reduced to a 
level suitable for subuansmission or distribution systems. 

synchronous condenser a motor or generator operated at synchro
nous speed to provide voltage support. 

system control centre the centrallocuion for supervisoty control of 
the generation and transmission systems. 

tailrace the channel through which water exits a powerhouse. 

tailwater the water surface im.median:ly downstream from a dam. 

thermal gentratipn the generation of elecuicity by means of the 
conversion of heat energy into dearie energy; generation through 
the burning of fossil fuels or biomass. 

time-shift the use of reservoir storage and peaking capability of 
hydrodcruic systems to store water when available and generate 
electricity when needed. 

total transfer capability (TTC} the amount of electric power that can 
be uansfmed over the inren:onneaed transmission network in a reli
able manner while meeting all of a spcci6ed set of defined pre-- and 
post-contingency sys~m~ conditions. 

transmission the uansportation or conveyance of electricity in bulk 
at voltages over 6o kV. 

turbine a rowy device caused to rum by the movement of gases, 
steam or water. 

unbundling the separation of various services associated with power 
delivery. 

water licences a legal document issued by the Water Management 
Branch which specifies the terms and conditions under which a right 
to use water is granted. 

Western Systems Coordinating Coundl (WSCC) the body that sets 
dectric system operating performance and rdiabUity standards for 
members in western Canada and US • 
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Nortllwtst l'awefand eonsm• Coundl (NWPCO support Investigating wc1n1mous 11s11 pm1gewhm fmlble (such as Chief 
t~~-t~--~~~-~~~~----~=~==~~=~~~=~~and~~~-~~thmm~~~~~~~~~~ln~~~~~~ 

Upper 
Bennington 

NaN 

Bonneville 

The Dalles 

John Day 

ColnplttH .,.., 

1961119n USACoE 

Conmte gmlty Mill\ of liYff 

Run Of rivtddl¥enloll. ftStiQI tulblne Upper Bonnltlgton falls 
FQ~lds runner, horfzDntil tlllblne 
Kaplan rurmer 

1Wt loQtioa 

Run of river dim il~ !!servolr Lower ColumbL'I River-
Oregon/Washington border 

Run of river dim and reservoir Lower Columbia River-
Ol!gon/Washlllgton border 

Run or riftr dim alld resmok Lower Columbia lllvfr 

.... .k..,., __ , __ ...... ~-----·· t-.,-r,.a. • ..a..~~a-.._ 

AddltiollllllfonutJiet 

1087 Screens on all turbine units with a byJws system to tallwilter • ftsh A juvenile bypass was Clllllpltted In 1999 for 
liclders with fish muntlllg stillons at both powerhouses powallollse. 

1107 Ice and tmh slukewily • two fish Iiddeil with Hsh counting statloM Surface byp.w system studies m ongoing ill 
this project; however, splll.t !be kr and trash 
sllllceway will coatlnul! to be the prlmilfy juvenile 

routes 

2160 w1t11 bypass system to tilflwlltrr • two fish f.)ddm the Corps lnstaltd 
units. 

olin VrHIK on ill units • bvoass SYStem to Ullwatrr ·fish coll«tlon illld MdfMYs jufelllle fish by~ system was 



Wanapum 1963 Grant Coonty Run of ~vtr dam and restrvolr Mid Columbia Rivet' 950 Spillway dellectors and top spill bulkhead Installed •two fish ladders Grant County PUD's rellcenslng Sludles 
PUD rh_ ... _""~ .. h .. Identified new surface flow bypass systems 

• turbine passage Improvements • and habitat 
and hatchery programs to offset unavoidable 
losses 

llo<k lsWid 1933 Chelan County Run of river dam and rrsmok Mid Columbia River 66o Gatewtll bypass system with no scmns at Powtrhouse II• Chelan COIIIIly Rock lslalld was the first dam built on the 
PUfl PUD Is fValuatlng il notched spllgite forpt0¥1ding downstream p~ maiclslem Colurabla Rlvtr • spin Is an Integral 

at the spillway • tim fish lidders with CIIUIIII!Ig stations part of the long-term pl.ln for saftly providing 
fish 

RD<kyReadl 1961 Chelan Cotmty Run of riverdm~ and rrsemlr Mid Columbia RIYtr U13 Cunently a bypass system with scrHnS on two units and a wriac.e 
. PUD collection system In the forebiy rul~sa< pass fish to a monlloflng 

fadHty and tiN! tailrace · spiU also provided If needed· fish ladder with 
fish stallon 

Wells 1967 Douglas County Run of river dam and reSff'IOir Mid Columbia Rivet' 774 UBique splllbay design (modified In 1991) whl<h lies over the turbine The unique hydrocomblnedeslgn of Wells Dam 
PUD Intakes to provide a bypass route for juvenile migrants ·two fish ladders enables the spillway to function as an eltremely 

(one with trapping fadllty) ·adult PIT-tag detectors were evaluated In effklent fish bypass system 
Installed 

Chief Joseph 195511958 USACoE Run of river dam and reservoir Upper Columbia River- Central 2614 Chid Joseph and Grand Coulee dims lack any 
Washington fish passage facilities and thus pe~manently 

block anadromous fish from the upper Columbia 
Rlverllisln 

Grand Coulee 1941 (18) l9l2 {6) U.S. Bureau of resenolr, pumped GrandCoulet, WA 6,&20 See Chief Joseph Dam 
Rrdimatlon Columbia River mile S96.6 

1973 USACof Dam andst~ ~r S25 

Hungry Horst 19Sl U.S. Bureau of Dam and storage, reservoir 428 
Rrdiulon 

Ice Harbor 1962 (3) 1976 bl USACoE Run of ~vrr dam and reservoir 6o] 

Lower 1970 (3) 1978 (3) USACoE Run of rinr dam and restrvolr River mile 41.6 810 
Monumental 

Uttlelioose 1970 (3)1978 (3) USACoE Run of river dam and mervolr River mile 70J 810 

l.owrr Granite 1975 bl 1978 b) USACoE Run of river dam and restrvoir 810 

Dwol$hak 1973 USACoE Dam and $101age rrstrvOif 400 Dwooh4lk Dam permanently blocls salmon ilnd 
steelltead from the North fork Clearwater River 

Booodary 1967/1985 aty of Statile Dam and stO!ige reservoir 1014 

HeU's Canyon 1967 jldiho Power Run of river dam and reservoir wke Rlver mile 247 • Oxbow, Oregon 450 The Hells Canyon complex (Hells Cinyon, Oxbow, 
Company and Brownlee proj«ts) permanently blocks 

salmon from the Snake River Basin 

Oxbow Run of ~ver dam and reservoir 2lO 

Brown let Dam and storage reservoir Oregon& 67s Brownlee Reservoir Is the majot$torage reservoir 
In the Hells Canyon comple1 



:OLUMBIA BASIN TRUST 

7arcr issues arc at the core of the Columbia Basin Trust's (CBT) cx
;tence. The Columbia Basin Trust was created in recognition of the 
npacts associated with the management of water in chis region. 

n the early 1990s, people of the Columbia Basin became aware that 
new opportunity for public involvement in the Columbia River 

"reaty (CRT) might present itself. The sale of the first 30 years of 
lC's share of the downstream benefits, through the CRT, was about 
o expire. Leaders from First Nations, local communities, and the 
'rovince of BC worked together on an agreement that recognized 
he impacts the CRT dams had on this area. This agreement led to 
he creation of the Columbia Basin Trust. 

n 1995, the CBT was formed with a unique mandate to support the 
·tforcs of the people of the Basin to create a legacy of social, economic, 
.nd environmental well-being and to achieve greater sdf.sufficicncy for 
1resent and future generations in the region most affected by the CRT. 

be Columbia Basin Trust was endowed with $295 million from the 
1rovince of BC (approximately five percent of the downstream bcn
:fits owned by the Province of BC). 

)uring the creation of the Columbia Basin Trust, there was extensive 
mblic consultation with Basin residents that resulted in the creation 
>f the Columbia Basin Management Plan. This plan guided the crea
·ion of programs co support the social, economic, and environmental 
veil-being for the residents of the Canadian Columbia Basin, and 
~uided CBT's activities as we developed power projects. 

rhe Columbia Basin Trust, along with our power partner, Columbia 
?ower Corporation, jointly made investments into upgrading cxist
ng hydroelectric fucilities on the Columbia River system, as well as 
,uilding new generating stations on existing dams. 

BC hydro "' ~orthwest 
u.e ~ t~':~;:tion Fe>RTISB C 

Council 

Columbia Basin Trust would like to recognize BC Hydro, NWPCC. Fortis BC. and Nelson Hydro 
for providing photos and Information for this project. 

WORKING ON WATER ISSUES 

Basin residents have identified a broad range of concerns regarding 
water quality and quantity, from both human use and natural eco
system perspectives. Currently there is not a comprehensive vision or 
mategic plan that incorporates a wide range of values regarding 'vater 
issues in the Basin. CBT wants to involve Basin residents in building 
a nerwork of organizations to address water issues in the Basin. In 
order to carry out chis mandate, CBT has aJiocated statf and financial 
resources to its Water Initiatives Program, and is currently involved in 
a number of water education and public awareness initiatives across 
the Columbia Basin. 

Public consultation with Basin residents in the creation of the CBT 
identified that one of the priorities of the organization should be to 
prepare the residents of the Columbia Basin for the potential renewal, 
or renegotiation of the CRT. This process can start as early as 2014. 
The CBT is committed to ensuring that the values and views of Basin 
residents are a key part of the process from start to finish. 

As part of this commitment, the CBT is working in parrnership 
with a variety of community groups. local governments, First Nations, 
provincial organizations, a.nd federal organizations to increase the un
derstanding of water issues in the Columbia Basin and cooperatively 
work towards a common agreement for the future management of 
our shared water resources. 

COLUMBIA BASIN TRUST 
a legacy 

for the people 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT US AT: 
Suite 300, 445- 13th Avenue • Casdegar, BC VrN rGr 

roll-free: 1-Soo-sos-8998 • local: 250-36s-6633 • e-mail: cbt@cbt.org 
website: www.cbt.org 





Biodive1•sity Lost to Floodi11g 
Low elevation forest, grassland ecosystems, 
Co1nplex aquatic/floodplain ecosyste1ns, 
Riparian zo11es attd sophisticated fish & wildlife l1abitats 



Stop Site C

Prepared for: John Horgan & Andrew Weaver
By - Grant Trower - Wildlife Habitats for Tomorrow

lardeauriver@yahoo.ca   250-366-4375

Revelstoke Dam
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Duncan Dam: After 50 years, it is time to use the generating capacity of this storage dam’s 
massive water overflow for the power generation in British Columbia.

Hydroelectric Power from the Duncan Dam would contribute to achieving self
sufficiency for present and future demands.
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Background Information from Friends of the Lardeau River 

As you may know, the cumulative effects of resource extraction, highways, urban and rural 
settlements, hydropower, water storage projects and all other human development and land use 
activities has created serious stress and fragmentation within many Kootenay and Columbia 
ecosystems. The impacts from the footprints of the numerous dams and reservoirs within the 
Columbia basin has caused significant fish and wildlife losses, diminished natural abundance, 
dwindling biological diversity and massive 'habitat degradation. 

With ease ..... the stroke of a pen... a couple of times, the Provincial, Federal and U.S. 
Governments simply flooded hundreds of miles and thousands upon thousands of hectares of this 
regions most complex diversity of ecosystems. The Cerra Lynn, South Slocan, Upper Bennington, 
Lower Bennington, Brilliant, Kootenay Canal, Hugh Keeneyside, Seven Mile, Mica, Revelstoke, 
Spillimacheen, Aberfeldie, Elko, Walter Hardman, Whatshan, Waneeta and of course the Libby and 
the Duncan Dams - have wiped out some of this province's more impressive lakes, rivers, forests, 
wildlife and fisheries within the Columbia, Kootenay, Arrow and Duncan drainage basins. 

The Federal, Provincial and 
. Regional approach to 

compensation for losses of 
primary productive capacity has 
been applied poorly and 
implemented very slowly. The 
various levels of Government 
should establish the habitat 
policy of 'no net loss' and 'like 
for like compensation' by 
replacing natural habitat at or 
near the site of loss, followed by 
off-site habitat replacement and 
productivity improvements of 
existing habitats . This is an 
innovative principle and target 
that needs to be implemented 
seriously. 

The Duncan Dam was constructed in 1967 without a second thought for forestry values, fish and 
wildlife habitats, Hydro electricity, or fish escapement capacity. Approximately 7500 hectares of 
prime fish and wildlife habitats were squandered by 28 miles of reservoir and these crucial 
wetlands, migration corridors, rivers and lakeshores, riparian zones, feeding areas, summer and 
winter range, calving, birthing, nesting, den, mating and spawning sites are extinguished 
indefinitely. The Duncan Reach lost 93% of its historic wetland/floodplain habitats. 50 years 

As of this date in 201 7~ there is no fish passage infrastructure or generating capacity at the Duncan 
Dam facilities. We must continue to recognize the never-ending impacts associated with the 
numerous dams and the over management of water resources within the Columbia Basin region. 
The people and especially the fish and wildlife of the Columbia Basin, have contributed beyond 
reason to support approximately 52% of BC's supply of Hydro electricity. 



Waneta Dam

Ownership by BC Hydro, CBT & CPC
Thank You
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@ Prfnlod on R~cycled Paper 

Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Environment, 
Lands and Parks 

January 31, 1995 e 

Grant Trower 
PO Box 1088 
Kaslo BC VOG 1MO 

Dear Grant Trower: 

Re: Lardeau River Values 

BC~ 
Environment 

F:ISHERIES BRANCH 

Parliament Buildings 
Victoria · 
British Columbia 
V8V 1X4 

File: 0160-20/CHRS 

Further to our telephone call of January 27, 1995, I would like to reaffirm with you 
my views of the value of the Lardeau River. As you know, the Lardeau is the only 
major river tributary to Kootenay Lake which has not been adversely affected by 
hydro development. ·The Kootenay (Libby Dam) and Duncan rivers have been 
negatively impacted thus placing even greater imp_ortance on the Lardeau. 

. . . 

Given the uniqueness of the Gerrard rainbow trout, every consideration should be 
given to protection of Lardeau and its tributaries. 

Sincerely, 

H. Andrusak 
Director 

HA:ceh 
cc: D. McDonald 

J. Hammond 
D. Hamilton 

L~ BritishColumbia 
~___::::,> Handlewith care 



. Along the LARDEAU RIVER corridor . 

The Lardeau River is the only remaining major wild & free flowing 
watershed system in the West Kootenay l Columbia Basin ..... that has not bee!!] 
flooded by the numerous hydroelectric and water storage dams. 



ED] ALISTAIR F'RASJ>R 

The Lardeau River is the only remaining major free 
flowing River system entering Kootenay Lake. ·The 
River supports a wealth of fish and wildlife diversity 
along its entire length ·from its origins at Trout 
Lake to its confluence with the Dunc.an River near 
Meadow Creek BC. From there it is only a short migra
tion to the north end of Kootenay Lake. The Lardeau 
River is home to many resident and migratory fish 
populations that are integral to the Kootenay Lake 
ecosystem. Many important inflows feed the River 
from numerous tributary streams located along its 
entire length. Much of the complexity and diversity 
of wildlife supported by this waterway is due to its 
low gradient, near pristine natu.re and the mature 
forests along its banks. However, the river has sus
tained major impacts from many natural and man
made influences, (logging roads, erosion, forestry, 
mining, human settlements, forest fires, washouts, 

overfishing, highways and 
dams) they constantly threat
en this unique system. 

The Lardeau River supports 
the largest natural spawning 
population of Kokanee Salmon 
(Oncorhynchus nerka) in the 
entire Columbia Basin. Much 
of the Lardeau's diversity 
and health can be attributed 
to the abundance of Kokanee 
that spawn there every fall. 
After the eggs are deposited, 
development occurs through 
the winter until the fry 
emerge in the spring. Young 
fry migrate to Kootenay Lake 
to mature. Juvenile Kokanee 
spend approximately three 
years in Kootenay Lake before 
returning to the Lardeau as 

adults to spawn. Kokanee are considered a keystone 
specioo in the Kootenay Lake ecosystem . because 
they are an important prey source for a number of 
predator fish. Gerrard Rainbow Trout and Bull Trout 
thrive there because of the Kokanee bounty. In the 
fall the amazing shoreline highways of red Kokanee 
spawners in the Lardeau are actively sought by ail; 
and land-based predators such as eagles, grizzly bears 
and black bears. Kokanee carcasses also provide the 
River with important nutrients essential for growth 
of algae, aquatic insects and juvenile fish at the 
formative stage of the food web. 

The Lardeau River provides critical spawning and 
rearing haqitat for the unique Gerrard Rainbow 
Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), a genetically and mor
phologically distinct species. Much of their natural 
production is dependent on the diversity and 
complexity of habitat throughout this fairly pristine 
River. Gerrard Rainbow Trout spawn annually in the 



spring- with the vast majority found spawning at the 
historical townsite of Gerrard at the outlet of Trout 
Lake. Fry emergence in late June and disperse down
stream taking refug-e in habitat along- the leng-th of 
the River. Juveniles can rear in the River for 1-3 years 
before entering Kootenay Lake. Adult fish at ages be
tween 5-8 years old return every spring to spawn. 
Once Gerrard's enter Kootenay Lake they rely almost 
exclusively on Kokanee for their food, Kokanee avail
ability are the reason Gerrards can reach such a larg·e 
size, often more then 9 kg.! 

The Lardeau River Valley also provides essential 
habitat for Kootenay Lake Bull Trout (Salvelinus 
ci:mfluentus), they spawn and rear in many of the 

tributary streams of this important River. Juvenile 
Bull Trout share the River · system with juvenile 
Gerrard's, the young rainbows rear in the river 
itself while young- Bull Trout rear in the tributary 
streams. Bull Trout are a listed "Species of Concern" 
provincially and are considered an indicator species 
of the health of a watershed. Bull _Trout tributary 
spawn in the fall, their Fry emerge in the spring
and disperse downstream taking- refug-e within the 
available habitat in the tributaries. Juveniles can rear 
in their home streams for 1-4 years before passing
throug-h the Lardeau on their way to Kootenay Lake. 
Adult fish at ag-es ranging from 5-12 years old return 
in the fall to spawn. Similar to Gerrard Rainbow 
Trout, Bull Trout rely heavily on Kokanee for food 
during- their adult life stage, frequently attaining 
sizes greater then 7 kg! 

As with many cold water fish populations, Xokanee, 
Rainbow Trout and Bull Trout are highly sensitive 
to habitat ·alteration, degradation and fragmentation . · 
Kootenay Lake and many of its fish populations 
have already undergone major impacts as a result 
of human activities. The Lardeau River is integral 
in supporting and sustaining a wealth of aquatic 
and terrestrial diversity within the Kootenay Lake 
ecosystem and warrants the need for conservation 
and protection. 

Fluendy t>lf the 
LARDEAU RIVER 

1=01 GERRY NELLESTIJN 

Support Gerr ard Rainbow Trout 
Contact us at Box 1088 Kaslo VOG 1MO 

<(fie_ %_ver Speak§ 



Kootenay Lake 
Crisis 

In the wake ofKootenay Lakes'kokanee, trou1 
and char population collapse, the Federation haE 
been pressing the Ministry of Forest Lands and 
Natural Resource Operations (FLNRO) for ac
tion. BCWFhas asked the Ministryto collaboratE 
on a workshop to bring professional and public 
focus on how to address the crisis. 

BCWFhas requested a commitment from thE 
FLNRO to the following courses of action: 
• A conservation ph_m for the kokane~, Gerarc 

rainbow trout and bull trout populations ir 
Kootenay Lake, 

• A conservation plan for the Gerrard rain· 
bow trout population that includes holdin~ 
the required number of fish in captive brooc 
stock to maintain the genetic diversity of thi~ 
unique population in the face of a collapse t( 
the spawning population, and 

• An independent and transparent peer reviev 
of the above plans, and 

• Management prescriptions that will b1 
brought into force to ensure this unfortunat1 
event does not occur again in the future. 
Historically low kokanee spawner number: 

were counted at the Meadow Creek spawnin1 
channel in September 2015. On average overth1 
last five decades, this channel has produced abou 
500,000 spawners, but in the last three year: 
numbers have dwindled to 200,000 in 2013 
73,000 in 20H and less than 10,000 in 2015 
The prediction for 2016 is aboutthe same as 2015 

As a consequence of to day's low kokanee num 
bers, their predators are in serious decline, wit] 
the world renowned Gerrard rainbow trout als1 
at historically low numbers. Stock recovery wil 
take over a decade or more. Other species sucl 
as,. white sturgeon and bur bot that are listed a 
endangered, also rely on kokanee. 

I 

Dam & Reservoir 
Impacts \ 

F members who 
submitte u beautiful wildlife 
phot phs and made the BCWF 

Commemorative 60th Anniversary Calendar pos · . We hope you enjoy your copy of 
the calendar enclosed with this magazin special thank-you from BCWF. To pur-
chaS_e extra copies of the 2016 cale or the outdoor enthusiasts in your life, please 
visit our On-line Store, whic e found under the Shop Online menu of our website 
at bcwf.bc.ca 
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Strategic 
Initiatives Report 
by AI Martin, BCWF Director of Strategic Initiatives 

• 

This year, the BC Wildlife Federation continues to 
focus on issues affecting the sustainability offish and 
wildlife and their habitats. These resources are held in 

trust for the public and we need to ensure governments do not 
privatize or damage these precious assets. We need to confirm 
there is adequate science behind any changes to fish and wildlife 
management in the province. 

An example of using sound scientific management to prevent 
the extinction of a species can be seen in the province's plan to 
protect mountain caribou. Most of the world's remaining caribou 
live in B.C. and there are only about 1,500 of this deer species 
left. The BCWF participates in the Mountain Caribou Recovery 
Implementation Program Progress Board, which is a multi-sector 
group set up to monitor the effectiveness of caribou recovery ob
jectives. The BCWF supports a small, humane wolf cull to bring 
up the population of the South Selkirk herd since there are only 
14left. 

No-one is happy to have to kill wolves to protect the mountain 
caribou. The problem was created by humans because develop
ment has increased wolves' access to the herds. Snowmobiling, 
cat skiing, and increased road and trail densities have allowed 
wolves to access high elevation winter range. In an intact eco
system, wolves do not have as much access to caribou. In the 
short-term, science tells us wolf management is required to save 
the species. In the long-term, critical mountain caribou habitat 
must be protected. 

The BCWF is concerned about the cumulative impact of re
source development on fish, wildlife, and habitat in B.C. with 
regards to major oil and gas projects, major pipeline proposals, 
and hydroelectric development. The National Energy Board 
(NEB) granted the Federation Intervenor status on the Trans 
Mountain Pipeline Expansion Project. Final oral hearings will 
be scheduled and the BCWF will be there requesting any project 
approva.l include the requirement for data collection to mea
sure the cumulative impact of pipeline development on fragile 
urban watercourses and wetlands. 

Coordination between provincial and federal decisions 
makers will be required for effective and efficient treatment 
of cumulative effects, and the development and approval of 
resource development projects. Clarity on the coordination 
between the provincial and federal levels is essential in the 
case of species and habitats such as fish and fisheries that fall 
under the federal jurisdiction for addressing cumulative ef
fects in a manner that provides the level of ce1tainty essential 
to proponents for project development. 

The need for a cumulative effects assessment framework 
to addresses issues across jurisdictional boundaries is urgent. 

BCWF participates in the North East C~mulative Effects Man
agement(CEM) Pilot Project, which is designed to serve as a mod
el for the rest of the province. BCWF wants aJl future development 
to adhere to a CEM framework before being approved to proceed. 

In collaboration with the Fraser Basin Council, BCWF has 
been advocating for the creation of aN atural Resources Practices 
Board (NRPB) to expand the existing Forest Practices Board to 
oversee other types of resource extraction in BC. The Federation 
believes that an independent Board could provide oversight and 
ensure compliance with the existing acts and regulations from 
all sectors that govern resource development, not just the Forest 
and Range Practices Act. The NRPB would have the ability to; 
examine whether the current laws, policies, and regulations are 
effective in protecting resource values, and conduct investigations 
in key resource sectors and geographical areas on management 
performance. A good interim step would be to give the Board 
mandate to examine authorizations under Acts and Regulations 
administered by the Ministry of Forest Lands and Natural Re
source Operations. 

In recent years, all levels of government have relied heavily on 
the "professional reliance model", which itself relies on compa
nies and industry largely monitoring themselves. Establishing a 
Natural Resources Practices Board would provide independent 
advice to government and ensure that this model is performing 
nd meeting its public trust. 

The BCWF continues to advocate for sustainable funding to 
protect public resources. We need on-going funding to implement 
the Recreational Fisheries Vision in regards to catch monitoring, 
enhancement and stock assessment. For example, Kokanee fish
eries have collapsed on Kootenay Lake because of unfavourable 
biological conditions and predation. The Gerard Rainbow Trout 
is unique to Kootenay Lake and its genetic diversity needs to be 
protected through action. 

We continue to engage with the provincial government 
through angling and hunting advisory processes to make sure 
new regulations don't raise barriers for pa1ticipation by residents. 
Advisory groups are meeting in November andBCWFvolunteers 
will bring any issues that come up to the membership. 

Another important level of government we are working with 
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From: BCWF marketing@bcwf.bc.ca 
Subject: Conservation Groups Unite for Wildlife 

Date : May 8, 2017 at 4:56PM 
To: Grant C. Trower Lardeauriver@yahoo.ca 

e CONSERVATION GROUPS UNITE FOR WILDLIFE 
~----------------------------------------------------~ 

TOWN HALLS 

The BCWF has been holding a series of Town Hall in British Columbia. 

Jesse Zeman, Resident Priority Program Manager reports "The tong-term facie of 
funding and slow decline of our fish and wildlife resources has been eye opening to 
those attending the Town Halls. People are extremely concerned about what is 
being left to future generations." 

Zeman said multiple MLA candidates attended and learned about the chronic under
funding of the fish and wildlif~ branch in BC. 

The BCWF has also asked all candidates five questions related to sustainaoility and 
public access to public resources. The NDP has provided their response and is 
available on the BCWF website. 
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Read the article from the Oliver Chronicle here 

Don't miss the Town Hall in your community! 

To view the Town Hall schedules, click here. 

April19 

April20 

April21 

April24 

April25 

April26 

April26 

Report environmental abuse 
with a few clicks of your iPhone 

It's ea y wit the ne 
BCWF Con ervation App 

CALENDAR 
EVE 

Nelson Town Hall , Nelson District Rod & Gun Club, 7 pm 

Cranbrook Town Hall, Prestig~ocky Mountain Resort, 7 pm 

lnvereme Town Hall, lnvermere Community Hall, 7 pm 

Victoria Town Hall, Strawberry Vale & District Community Hall, 7 pm 

Nanaimo Town Hall, Nanaimo Fish & Game Club, 7 pm 
/ 

Fort St. John Town Hall, Fort St. John Curling Club, 7 pm 

Lower Mainland Town Hall, Langley Civic Centre, 7 pm 

April 28-30 Cloverdale Hunting & Fishing Show, Surrey 

April 29 Fernie & Dist Rod & Gun Club Awards Night & Fundraiser 

May 1 Vernon Fishing Forever, Mabel Lake, 10 am 

May 4-6 BCWF 2017 AGM & Convention, Nelson 

May 4-7 Portuguese Rod & Gun Club Annual Boston Bar Picnic 

May 6 Wildlife Records Club of BC 16th Annual Banquet and Fundraiser 



Don't miss the Town Hall in your community! 

To view the Town Hall schedules, click Mm_. 

SUCCESSFUL TOWN H.ALLS 

Fish and wildlife populations are declining and we want your help to do something 
about it 

The BC Wildlife Federation is hosting a series of Town Hall meetings across B.C. 

Tonight we are in Nelson, BC.e 



Follow us on l:wll:ter 

\. like us on Face book rJ I 

I MEMBER UPDATE APR. 12, 2 7 

"'i"AKE ACTIO u SBG OUR IPETOTION 

Help us send the message that British Columbians care about fish and wildlife! 

Fish and wildlife populations are declining throughout the province, but we can turn 
that trend around. 

The BCWF is pleased that the province recently made an announcement committing 
all hunting licence revenues to a stand-alone agency to enhance wildlife 
management. However, the provincial election is just around the corner- and it is 
critically important that the government formed in May follows through on this 
commitment. 

That's why we're asking you to please sign the BCWF petition calling on the BC 
government to increase funding and to set objectives for BC's fish, wildlife and 
habitat! 

The petition will be delivered to every MLA elected on May 9th and will be read out in 
the Legislative Assembly of BC when the new government is in session. We want to 
make sure that we have signatures from every constituency in the province, so 
please help spread the word - and let's send a strong message to the new 
government that British Columbians care about the future of our fish, wildlife and 
habitat. 

MEMBER UPDATE APR. 19, 2017 

TAKE ACTION - SIGN OUR PETITION 

The BC Wildlife Federation has launched an online petition calling on the BC 
government to increase funding and to set objectives for our fish, wildlife and habitat. 

BC is one of the most biodiverse jurisdictions in North America and at the same time 
one of the most under-funded. 

The intent of the petition is to convey the importance British Columbians place on 
fish, wildlife and habitat. 

Sign the petition HERE 



SALMON CONSERVATION \ DAM REMOVAL PROJECT 

U.S. ponders $450 million dam removal plan to save sa lmon habitat 
e (Reuters)- The U.S. government 

has recommended the removal of 
four hydroelectric dams on the 
Klamath River in Oregon and Califor
nia to aid native salmon runs and 
help resolve a decades-long struggle 
over allocation of scarce water re
sources. 

The U.S. interior department pro
posal, which comes as the largest 
dam removal project in U.S. history 
is nearing completion in Washing
ton state, concerns a system of dams 
that straddle the Oregon -California 
border. 

The proposal to dismantle the dams 
owned by utility PacifiCorp coincides 
witl1 a broader push by environmen
talists and others to restore salmon 
fish eries in the Klamath Basin and 
elsewhere in the nation. 

The dam s recommended for 
removal, two in Oregon and two in 

California, block upstream spawning 
migrations of salmon and place juve
nile fish at risk by slowingtheiri:eturn 
to the Pacific Ocean. 

Removing them would open 675 
kilometres of salmon habitat for the 
firsttinlein lOOyears, eliminate tur
bines that grind up fish and restore 
the Klamath River channel, accord
ing to the government analysis. 

The recommendation stems from a 
2010 agreement among competing 
Klamath Basin water users that 
called for the government to deter
mine if removing the dams would 
restore failing salmon runs and less
en conflicts in region al water man
agement. 

The Klamath River contains several 
fish species on the federal threatened 
and endangered species list, in d ud
ing Coho salmon, and repeated 
droughts in the basin have periodi-

PROJECT IS DESIGNED 
TO RAISE SALMON 

COUNTS TO 

400,000 
FROM 

3,000 
cally forced U.S. water managers to 
allocate flows to protected fish rather 
than to farmers for irrigation. 

The r ecommen d ati on, wh ich 
came in an environmental impact 
statement released by the in terior 
department, follows years of lega-l 
wrangling and periods of.low flows 
that saw massive die -offs of salmon, 
closures of irrigation districts and 

tightening of rules for hydroelectric 
projects that caused them to operate 
at losses. 

The near collapse ofKlamath Basin 
Chinook salmon led the U.S. govern
ment in 2006 to severely restrict com
mercial and sport fishing in the 
Klamath River and along 1,100 km of 
the California and Oregon coast. 

In a statement, interior secretary 
Ken Salazar described the disman
tling of the dams as "a comprehen
sive solution addressing all of the 
needs of the Klamath Basin, includ
ingfisheries, agriculture, refuges and 
power:' 

Under the proposal, which must 
still gain congressional approval, the 
dams would be remove d over 20 
months at a cost of$450 million to be 
garnered from ratepayers and bonds. 
If the dams were to remain in place, 

PacifiCorp would incur more than 

$460 million in costs for relicensing, 
operation and maintenance of aging 
structures that have proved unprofit
able, the analysis shows. 

Glen Spain, regional director of the 
Pacific Coast Federation of Fisher- · 
men's Associations, said the analysis 
"confirms that dam removal is both 
feasible and cheaper than any other 
option:' However, Klamath County 
commissioners have withdrawn 
their support for taking down the 
dams. 

The pro ject is expected t o b e 
completed this summ er with th e 
dismantling of the second of two 
towering dams on the Elwha River 
in Olympic National Park in Wash
ington. 

The proj ect is design ed "to allow 
salm on to return to their historiC 
sp awning areas and raise salmon 
countsfrom3,000to400,000. 



WASHINGTON STATE 

Ocean-going fish make quick return to river 
Removal of century-() I~ dams has allowed steelhead to re-establish old spawning grounds 

BY PHUONG LE 

SEA TILE - Scientists knew ocean
going fish would eventually return 
to the Elwha River on Washington 
State's Olympic Peninsula, once two 
massive concrete darns were torn 
down. They just didn't think it would 
happen so soon. 

Biologists tracking fish in a tributaiy 
of the Elwha last month spotted wild 
steelhead that likely made it on their 
own past the site where the Elwha 
Darn stood for nearly a century -
before it was dismantled in March as 
part of the largest darn removal proj
ect in the U.S. 

"We're wildly excited," said Mike 
McHenry, fish habitat manager for 
the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe. "It 
just confirms what we have known all 
along - that these fish are quite capa
ble of recolonizing the Elwha once we 
get the dams out of the way." · 

The tribe is a partner with the U.S. 
National Park Service in an ambitious 
$325-million federal project to restore 
the Elwha River, about So miles west 
of Seattle, and its legendary fish runs. 

The 30-metre-tall Elwha Dam came 
down in the spring, and construction 
crews this month are blasting away 
pieces of the 6s-metre Glines Canyon 
Dam about 12 Ian upstream. By sum
mer 2013, the glacier-fed Elwha River 
is expected to flow freely as it courses 
from the Olympic Mountains to the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca. 

After the two darns were built, five 
species of Pacific salmon and other 
seagoing fish such as steelhead were 
confined to the lower eight km of this 
river. Once the two darns are removed, 
salmon and other fish that mature in 
the ocean and return to rivers to spawn 

will once again have access to more 
than 110 km of spawning and rearing 
habitat, much of it within the protected 
boundaries of Olympic National Park 

Scientists knew fish would recolo
nize the river, a process that is likely 
to take decades, but "it's always nice 
to confirm," McHenry said. 

"The message is game on. They're 
active. They're in the watershed. They 
have access now," McHenry added. 
"Next year will be pretty exciting. 
They'll h~1.ve the opportunity to ascend 
up. And all of a sudden they'll be in a 
big national park W11ere are they going 
to go and what are they going to do?" 

. In recent months, biologists with 
the tribe and the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration 
have- been walking the banks of the 
Little River - a tributary of the Elwha 
between the two dams -to track win-

1 ter run steelhead retuming to spawn. 
This spring, the biologists tagged 

1 about 40 mostly female adult win
' ter steelhead and moved them from 
below the dam sites to the cooler, 

1 
clearer waters of the Little River.. 

1 But walking along the riverbank one 
rainy June morning, the biologists 
spotted several male steelhead that 
had no tags and which they hadn't 

! moved. One male in particular was 
! almost a metre long, much bigger than 
I any of the male fish they had tagged; 
i it also lacked the fungus blotches 
' that characterized tl1e ones they had 
' moved, said John McMillan, a fish 
biologist with NOAA's Northwest 
Fisheries Service Center, who was 

. with Ray Moses, project biologist with 
, the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe. 

"We both looked at each other, 
and thought, 'Wow. This is cool,"' 
McMillan said. "Based on the size and 
lack of tagi ... we can only surmise that 

· it made it up there on its own." 
McMillan said it's likely the male 

steelhead were drawn to the clearer 
waters or sought out their female 
mates, who excrete fluid attractant 
when they spawn. Another indication 
that fish are malting their way past the 
former dam site: The biologists spot
ted a spawning redd in Indian Creek, 
another Elwha tributary, where they 
did not relocate any fish. 

Historically, steelhead travelled 
extensively along the 75-km Elwha 
~ver and its many tributaries. Before 

STEVE RING MAN/THE SEATTLE TIMES/AP 

the dams were built in'the early 1900s, 
an estimated 392,000 fish returned to 
the Elwha each year. Those numbers 
have declined to about 3,000, with an 
estimated 200 to soo wild steelhead. 

The Elwha River is closed to all fish
ing year-round during a five-year mor
atorium to help the river following the 
removal of the two dams. 

"It's a lot of fun to see a fish make it 
past an area that has blocked migra
tion for almost a hundred years," 
McMillan said. "That's the ultimate 
goal of the whole project. That it hap
pened rapidly and that it was a steel
head was apropos." 

Associated Press ' 'I 



WESTERN TOADS
SUMMIT LAKE

Prepared by Grant Trower - on behalf of the Western Toad



Background Information 

As you may know, the cumulative effects of resource extraction, transportation corridors, 
agriculture, urban I rural settlements, recreation, hydropower I water storage,projects 
and all other human development and land use activities has created serious stress and 
fragmentation within many Kootenay and Columbia ecosystems. The impacts from the 
footprints of the numerous dams and reservoirs within the Columbia Basin has caused 
significant fish and wildlife losses, diminished natural abundance, dwindling biological 
diversity and massive habitat degradation. 

With ease .... the stroke of a pen .... a couple of times, the Provincial, Federal and U.S. 
governments simply flooded hundreds of miles and thousands upon thousands 
of hectares of this regions most complex diversity of ecosystems. The Corra Lynn, 
South Slocan, Upper Bennington, Lower Bennington, Brilliant, Kootenay Canal, Hugh 
Keeneyside, Seven Mile, Mica, Revelstoke, Spillimacheen, Aberfeldie, Elko, Walter 
Hardman, Whatshan, Waneeta and of course the Duncan and Libby Dams- have wiped 
out some of this provinces most impressive lakes, rivers, forests, wildlife habitats and 
fisheries within the Columbia, Kootenay, Arrow and Duncan drainage basins. · 

1. Pursuant to its Conditional Water Licence, BC Hydro has a duty to compensate for 
loss of ecosystems, wildlife, and wildlife habitat resulting from BC hydro dams and 
reservoirs. 
2. The Fish and Wildlife Compensation program was established in 1995 as the arm 
through which BC Hydro discharges that duty. 

The FWCP, Columbia Basin was established to offset footprint impacts of BC Hydro 
dams and reservoirs on fish and wildlife in the Basin and the objectives of the FWCP 
are; 1) to meet BC Hydro water licence obligations with regard to compensation of fish 
and wildlife impacted by dam construction, 2) to sustain and enhance fish and wildlife 
populations by undertaking projects with potential to mitigate impacts resulting from BC 
Hydro projects. Potential compensation opportunities identified in a series of impact 
assessment reports are summarized and compensation options incJuded for both 
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems (mainly off-site). Habitat securement for off-site 
compensation options depend heavily on availability of low elevation habitats and 
consequently these areas have value both as benchmarks and potential concentration 
areas for fish and wildlife populations in remaining low elevation habitats. Long-term 
investments in these activities will contribute to meeting the water licence conditions 
that gave rise to the FWCP and provide valuable support to maintaining the biodiversity 
of the Columbia Basin. 



The FWCP principles include .... actions to restore, enhance and conserve priority 
species and their habitats. 

The Dam footprint Impact Summary was compiled for the FWCP in 2011.Terrestrial 
species impacts were analyzed by Manley and Krebs in 2010 (Impact Summary p. 28). 
Loss of habitat is the primary driver in species impacts. The western toad is a forest 
animal, it does not drink water, but absorbs it through the skin. To do so, it needs wet or 
very wet forest cover. The terrestrial ecosystem type most impacted on an area basis 
was wet forest, accounting for 42% of area lost. In the Arrow Reservoir, the western 
toad lost 26,000 ha (half of the area flooded) of available toad habitat. 
(Impact Summary, p.18) Therefore, Utzig and Schmidt classified the western toad as a 
Priority 1 species. 

FWCP has not been able to establish even one protected western toad habitat 
anywhere in the Columbia Basin. 

The Province has regulatory responsibilities for conservation and management of non
tidal fish, wildlife, ecological, and water resources as outlined within numerous strategic 
plans 

MINISTRY of ENVIRONMENT - Ecosystems Program Plan- June 2010 - Conserving 
British Columbia's Species, Habitats and Ecosystems 

Conservation priorities: The British Columbia Conservation Framework. 
The Conservation Framework represents a new and fundamentally different approach, 
a shift from reactive to proactive management of species and ecosystems, by providing 
a framework to: 

1) act sooner, to apply preventive conservation approaches before species and 
ecosystems become at risk, and to lessen the need to rely on reactive conservation 
(e.g,. recovery, restoration). 

2) act smarter, ensuring that priority-setting is science-based, with proactive assignment 
required conservation actions. 

3) act and invest in a more coordinated way, by aligning resources with the highest 
conservation priorities and implementing actions across government and with 
stakeholders and partners. 

Building on the Conservation Framework and the work of the BC Conservation Data 
Centre, the Species at Risk Task Force will provide fiscally responsible and economical 
viable recommendations to the BC government for the conservation of species and 
ecosystems at risk in the Province. The Ecosystems Program will provide secretariat 
support to the task force, and will adjust priorities and business planning as needed to 
enable implementation of accepted recommendations. 



The framework is based on the fundamental principle that we all share responsibility for 
keeping our native species and ecosystems healthy. 

The Conservation Framework has the following three goals: 

1. to contribute to global efforts for species and ecosystems conservation 

2. to prevent species and ecosystems from becoming at risk 

3. to maintain the full diversity of native species and ecosystems 

Seven years since June 2010 and the MFLNRO and MOE should implement the 
Ministry of Environment's - Ecosystem and Wildlife Program Plans " a variety of 
legislation, regulations, policies, and best management practices that form the 
regulatory framework for managing wildlife and wildlife habitat in British Columbia 

So far Gov't is still relying on reactive conservation and not taking advantage of its own 
vision and goal of providing proactive and preventative conservation actions for the 
management of species and ecosystems. ' 

BC Hydro and FLNRO have a number of roles and responsibilities that are particularly 
relevant to the development and implementation of actions through the Fish and Wildlife 
Compensation Programs action plans; 

1) Columbia Basin Action Plan - protection of fish, wildlife, species-at-risk and their 
habitat. 

2) Riparian and Wetlands Action Plan - maintaining productive, functioning and diverse 
ecosystems. 

3) Species of Interest Action Plan - compensating for losses requires either the 
creation of new habitat or the conservation of the carrying capacity of remaining 
productive habitat. 

The Western Toad core forest habitat at Summit Lake is obviously the most 
strategic site remaining for BC Hydro I FLNRO to meet Compensation I Water 
Licence obligations. 

It is the time and the place to implement the well-written vision, goals, objectives, 
activities and anticipated success measures outlined within the Ecosystem I Wildlife 
Program Plans and the FWCP's Action Plans. 

FWCP Columbia Communications Coordinator, Angus Glass - FWCP News Toadfest 
2013; "While the western toad population is still healthy at Summit Lake, we want to do 
everything we can to keep it that way. In North America we have seen their numbers 
decline significantly, and this Province is now.the centre for western toad distribution in 
the world." 



Following massive population, aquatic and terrestrial habitat losses elsewhere, the 
Summit Lake western toad population and core forest habitat are under serious threat 
from multiple stressors impacting breeding, migration, summer and winter habitats. 

Local impacts include; 
1) Highway #6; 2) Residential settlement- Ruby Range Road, Island View Road and 
Kingfisher Road; 3) Three Island Resort Campgrounds; 4) Summit Lake Provincial 
Campground, parking lots and rail trail; 5) Summit Lake Ski Hill; 6) Forestry; 7) Climate 
Change; 8) Proposed multi-use motorized recreation. 

Within the Rosebery to Summit Lake Trail Network ; FLNRO Section 57 Application 
document, it is noted the trails pass through sensitive ecosystems that include habitat 
for sensitive species including grizzly bears and western toads and these values will be 
maintained and the entire trail network will be managed to minimize the negative 
impacts of all human uses. 

Unfortunately the proposed mitigation actions for the "protection of wildlife" will not 
prevent the increase killing of Summit Lake toads and toadlets. Brochures, trail kiosks, 
signage for warnings, closures, trail information, trail etiquette, emergency contacts and 
governing regulations will not protect the ecology or conserve the western toad 
population from ATV use on the trails and logging roads within Summit Lake core forest 
habitat, or BC Parks Goals 2 rail trail. 

In closing: 
Of particular concern is the cumulative impacts contributing to substantial population 
losses of toads and toad lets from and detrimental habitat fragmentation caused by 
highway mortality and the maze of logging roads, series of clearcuts, recreation and 
residential use. 

We do not support the motorized use designation in the trail section #6 within the 
Summit Lake Goals 2 Protected Area (rail trail) or within the proposed Goal 2 Park 
expansion (663 Ha.) South Summit western toad core habitat area (section #16). 

Sections of the Rosebery Trail have non-motorized designation and Summit Lake Trails 
require the non-motorized designation. 

Thank you. 
All the best, 

Grant Trower 
Wildlife Habitats for li morrow 



FACTOADS! 
Western Toad - Fact Sheet 

What are the differences between frogs and toads? 

Frogs Toads 

Smooth - moist skin Bumpy dry skin with glands 
long hind legs (for hopping) Short hind legs (for walking instead of 

hopping) 
Eggs in clusters (masses) Eggs in long strings 

Local example: Pacific tree-frog local example: Western toad 
No parotoid (poison) glands Parotoid (poison) glands behind each eye 

Frogs and toads are both amphibians (means "double life" because most have an aquatic, gill-bearing 
tadpole stage and an air-breathing adult stage that lives partially or almost entirely on land). 

Facts and Life History of W estern Toads 

• listed federally as a species of concern and are Blue-listed (vulnerable) in the Province 
• Facing a combination of threats: habitat loss and destruction, road mortality, disease, pollution, 

introduced predators, global warming and increased UVB 
• Three seasonal movements each year at Summit Lake: adults descend from upland habitat in spring to 

breed in the lake; return to upland habitat a few weeks later. Upon metamorphosis in late summer, 
toadlets migrate once (in late summer) from lake to upland habitat where they disperse and mature 

• Adults migrate at night, toad lets during the day 
• Explosive breeders (large congregations come together to compete for a mateL in early spring 
• External fertilization occurs during amplexus (mating) 
• Each egg string has up to 17, 000 (on average 12,000} and can be several metres long 
• Eggs hatch in 3 to 12 days (depending on water temperature) 
• Tadpoles often swim together in huge aggregations in the warm shallow areas of the breeding ponds 
• Tadpole development takes 6 to 8 weeks 
• Life expectancy in the wild is 9 to 11 years (under good conditions) - there is a record of a toad that 

lived 36 years in captivity! 
• Only 1% survival from egg to reproductive adult in a healthy population; when there is significant road 

mortality this rate goes down. 
• The toadlets migration typically lasts between 4-6 weeks. 
• They hibernate in burrows up to 1.3m underground, below the frost line 
• 95% of their diet consists of insects, ants, beetles, crayfish, spiders, slugs, earthworms and centipedes 
• They are not "warts" on the back of western toads, but glands that produce a bitter sticky white fluid 

when the toad feel threatened, that can cause the eyes or mouth of a would -be predator to tingle or 
feel numb and give an unpleasant taste. They also have large kidney-shaped parotoid glands behind 
the eyes that secret poison 

t' 



Western toads are important because they are an indicator of ecological health and an important part 
of complex food web. Their distribution is shrinking and the centre ofthe world's distribution has shifted 
from the USA to B.C. 

The Situation at Summit Lake 
o Importance of this site in the region: significant breeding area 
o The toadlet migration is estimated to be in the millions 
o Road mortality (adults and young)- occurs 3 times per year 

• Each year hundreds of thousands of recently metamorphosed toad lets are squished 
on the road (as they follow their instinct to move from the lake to upland habitat) 

• In 2009 over a two day period an estimated 90,000 dead toadlets were found along 
a one kilometre stretch of the road 

• Adults are also killed both on their way down to the lake to breed, and on their way 
back up the mountain 

• Takes 4-6 years for adults to become sexually mature and each female only mates 
once per year (and may not breed every year) 

The Western Toad Project at Summit Lake 
This project will assess the timing, severity and location of mortality with the end goal of designing 
permanent mitigation strategies such as fencing and highway underpass structures. Work includes: 

o Adult and juvenile highway surveys to find mortality hotspots (Apr-Sept) 
o Adult breeding surveys to determine main breeding areas (Apr-Jul) 

• There are seven main breeding sites known at Summit Lake 
o Adult mark-recapture will help determine adult population breeding at Summit Lake 

• Adults marked with a unique 2mm PIT-tag, requiring no battery and lasts forever 
• Since 2011, researchers have marked 2,500 adult toads 

o New, larger, concrete tunnel installed by MOTI, July 2014 (1.8m wide x 1.2m high). Wildlife 
fencing installed by FLNRO to guide adults and toad lets into tunnels. 

o Additional wildlife fencing installed for 2015 around toad tunnels; tunnel and fencing 
proving very effective in reducing road mortality e 2015 toad let migration hotspots were near the ski hill, and between the rest area and 
Provincial Park. 

Additional Internet resources 
1. Western toad fact sheet at: http:/ /www.env.gov.bc.ca/wld/documents/westerntoad.pdf 
2. British Columbia Frogwatch at http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wld/frogwatch/ 
3. Amphibiaweb at http://amphibiaweb.org 

TOADFEST is organized by the Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program with support from Ministry of 

Forests Lands and Natural Resource Operations; B.C. Parks; Columbia Basin Trust; and the Ministry of 
Transportation & Infrastructure with support from VRB. 

Fact sheet prepared by: 

FWCP 
Fish & Wildlife 
COMPENSATION PROGRAM 

2 



ROBUST MIGRATION BOLSTERS TOAD FEST SUCCESS 
Perfect weather, a high number of Western Toadlets. and lots of people, all helped to produce a 

successful Toadfest at Summit Lake Provincial Park south of Nakusp in August 2012. 

Over 500 people helped carry toad lets cross the road and enjoyed the on-site activities last year. While 

the goal was primarily educational, to raise awareness about the importance of this breeding site for 

Western Toads, an estimated 14.750 toad lets were safely moved across Highway 6. 

"We were extremely pleased with the turn-out, and the enthusiasm from those attending to help, and 

learn about, the toadlets,"' said organizer and FWCP-Columbia communications coordinator, Angus 

Glass. The event was put on by B.C. Parks, Ministry of Environment. Ministry of Transportation and 

Infrastructure, Columbia Basin Trust, Yellowhead Bridge and Construction and the FWCP. 

Toadfest is an outreach component of the Western Toad Project, now in its fourth year. The research 

and monitoring work, supported in part by the FWCP, develops and recommends long-term solutions 

to the high toad mortality on the road . 

""So far, we have recorded over 100 recapture events from 950 adult toads which have been 

permanently marked with PIT tags since 2011 :·said researcher Jakob Oulisse. ""It appears that 2012 

was a good breeding year ... e 'While the Western Toad population is still healthy at Summit Lake, we want to do everything we can 

to keep .it that way,"" added Glass. ""They are an important part of the ecosystem, but in North America 

we have seen their numbers decli"ne significantly, and this province is now the center for Western Toad 

distribution in the world. Helping people connect with nature in this fashion will help with long term 

conservation of the western toad which is listed federally as a species of Special Concern ... 

TOADFEST 2013: tentative dates are August 27 and 28, 

but check fwcp.ca later this summer for confirmation . 







Securing land for present and future generations is the most effective means to ensure that 
key parcels of fish and wildlife habitats are protected from non-compatible usage. Learning 
and experiencing the wonders of nature, and providing a healthy environment are the best 
legacies we can offer our children and grandchildren across the Columbia Basin. 
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Briefing Not e for the FWCP Columbia Board 
May 31,2016 

Crystal Klym, FWCP Columbia Region Manager 

Subject 

6911 Southpoint Drive 
Burnaby, B.C., V3N 4X8 
-. 604-528-8136 

twcp.ca 

Summit Lake western toads: public concerns regarding proposed Nakusp and Area Community Forest 
(NACFOR) logging and role of FWCP. 

Issue 

Summit Lake, which is approximately 15 km southeast of Nakusp and adjacent to Highway 6, hosts a 
significant breeding population of western toads (Anaxyrus boreas). Substantial numbers of adult and 
juvenile toads (toadlets) are killed by vehicle traffic every year on Highway 6 as they migrate to and from 
Summit Lake (Dulisse, 2013). FWCP has been supporting toad conservation and awareness work in the 
area since 2010.0ver the past several months there has been public concern regarding proposed logging 
activities in the Summit Lake area by NACFOR. These concerns have garnered significant media attention 
and resulted in a number of public inquiries as to FWCP's investment and involvement in Summit Lake 
western toad conservation activities. 

Background 

• The western toad is internationally listed as Near Threatened by the World Conservation Union, 
federally listed as $pecial Concern by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 
and Blue-listed by the B.C. Conservation Data Centre (Dulisse, 2013). In addition, the western toad is 
identified as a priority species in the following FWCP Columbia Action Plans: Species of Interest, 
Riparian & Wetlands, and Small Lakes. 

c There are three main migrations as adults move to and from the lake for breeding and toad lets 
leave the lake for upland habitat (Dulisse, 2013). These habitats are transected by Highway 6 thus 
vehicle mortality is high as western toads cross the highway either en masse (toad lets) or 
individually (adult toads). Adult toad mortality on highway 6 is considered .~he most significant factor 
affecting the population. 

• In the summer of 2014, the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI) installed a new 
toad tunnel (1.8m wide) under Highway 6 at Summit Lake to help reduce western toad mortality as 
they cross the road to and from the lake. Permanent fencing is now (2016) installed at the site. 

e A portion of NACFOR's Summit Lake operating area lies upslope from an existing Lands ActS. 16 
map reserve adjacent to Highway 6 and upslope of the well-known breeding habita~ of the western 
toad along the shores of Summit Lake. NACFOR has initiated work to develop a cutting permit with 
seven cutblocks, five to seven hectares in size, in the Summit Lake operating area. As part of the 
cutting permit development process, NACFOR completes numerous assessments to ensure due 
diligence and legal obligations for the project can be met.? 
Through a (long-term) letter of agreement with the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natu-ral Resource 
Operations (FLNRO), the FWCP Columbia has supported Summit Lake western toad research and 
conservation activities since 2010 with a financial contribution of over $360,000. In 2016, activities 
include continuation of an ongoing western toad population assessment, construction, maintenance 

1 
See NACFOR's publication: Western Toad Management at Summit Lake 

Revised: 31 May 2016 
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and monitoring of highway fencing at the (Highway 6) highway site and supporting the annual 
ToadFest event. 

Jakob Dulisse is the consultant who is working on contract with FLNRO (through the long-term 
agreement to deliver core fish and wildlife projects) on Summit Lake western toad research. This 
project has multiple partners including BC Parks, MOTI, FLNRO, Columbia Basin Trust (CBT) and the 
FWCP. Primary funders for the Toad research project have been CBT and the FWCP. The research 
project includes collecting field data, producing data summaries, data analysis and report writing for 
western toads at the Summit Lake population study area. Specific activities include adult toad mark
recapture data; migration of adult toads and toad lets; assessment and testing of mitigation 
structures; and recommendations for any changes to fencing and tunnels that may be required to 
reduce mortality. 

To learn more about western toad requirements for upland habitat NACFOR has supported the 
Summit Lake toad re~earch project, which is expected to help identify forest management strategies 
and activities that will mitigate impacts to the western toad population and its habitat in the Summit 
Lake area. NACFOR provided Jakob with funding for telemetry, Regional FLNRO provided 
transmitters and they also provided in kind support on fence maintenance and construction. With 
input from FLNRO (FWCP section) staff, contractor Jakob Dulisse developed a draft document 
entitled "Western Toad Habitat Considerations for Forestry Operations". 

Locally, this topic that has generated-a great deal of public interest and inquiries directed to all those 
involved in the project including, but not limited to, the FWCP, MFLNRO, NACFOR, CBT, and local 
biologists (see below for media examples). Based on correspondence received from concerned 
members of the public, some of the key concerns appear to include: 

o the potential impacts of NACFOR's proposed harvesting activities on western toads and 
their upland (terrestrial) habitat; adequacy of communication with the public 

o potential loss of FWCP and partner financial investment in the conservation of western 
toads at Summit Lake if logging were to proceed 

' ' 

o perception that FWCP is supporting the logging of toad habitat by providing input into 
Habitat Considerations document 

o recommendation to remove lands from NACFOR's tenure, S. 16 Land Act reserve and 
add to provincial park to protect toad upland habitats 

Media coverage of this topic has been fairly extensive, examples include: Valley Voice (March 9, 
2016 edition} - see digital pages 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9;Western toad protection at r isk from logging, say 
environmenta lists (CBC};Tiny western toads put squeeze on village of Nakusp (Times Colonist); 
Nakusp Toad Migration in Danger (Watershed Sentinel); Tiny western toads put economic, 
environmental squeeze on vi llage of Nakusp (The Vancouver Sun}; Help the Summit Lake toads 
survive (Nelson Star) 

• To date, the Columbia Region Manager has received, and responded to, three formal public inquiries 
requesting information on the FWCP investment in Summit Lake western toad conservation 
activities. In addition, the Columbia Region Manager has met with Debbie Pitaoulis in-person to 
clarify the role of the FWCP in th,is matter. 

Revised: 31 May 2016 
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File: 17670-30/PAS/G2 

August 23, 2007 

Grant Trower, Chair 
Friends of the Lardeau River 
Box 1088 
Kaslo, BC 
VOG 1MO 

Dear Mr. Trower; 

Re: Protected Area Strategy Goal 2 Candidate Areas 

As requested, please find enclosed a large-format map depicting the Protected Area Strategy 
(PAS) Goal 2 "A" List Candidate Areas in the Kootenay Region, and a small-format map 
showing the detail of the PAS site on the Lardeau River. In addition you will also find some 
background information and a list of all PAS Goal 2 "A" List Candidate sites in the West 
Kootenay-Boundary Region. 

As you noted, your Regional Distlict Director, Mr Andrew Shadrack, has been provided with 
this information. If you have questions or concerns please contact me at 250-426-1761 or 
Greg Chin at 250-489-8558. 

',~ 
Pamela Cowtan 
Planning Team Leader- East Kootenay 
Regional Client Services Division 

cc: Greg Chin, Planning Officer, Ministry of Environment 
Andrew Shadrack, Regional District Director, Electoral Area D 

Attachments ( 4) 

Integrated Land 
Management 
Bureau 

Ministry of 
Agriculture and Lands 

Mailing Address: 
1902 Theatre Road 
Cranbrook BC V1 C 7G1 

Location: 
1902 Theatre Road 
Cranbrook BC V1 C 7G1 
Phone: (250) 426-1766 
Fax: (250) 426-1767 
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January 18, 2006 

Mr. Grant Trower 
Box 1088 
Kaslo BC VOG 1 MO 

Dear Grant: 

I have attached the "B" and "C" list for your information. 

I' 
~ 

C&9 
VANCOUVER 2010 

The Kootenay Boundary Land Use Plan allocated 10,500 ha for Goal 2 parks. Work on the over 
80 candidate areas ranged from full agency support to limited support based on a number of 
social, economic and/or environmental issues. 

Currently Land Act Section 16 reserves are being placed on all the IAMC approved "A" list 
Goal 2's. 

If you have any further questions please don't hesitate to call. 

Sincerely yours, 

Sangita Sudan 
Planning Officer 

SS/sf 

Attachments 

Ministry of 
Agriculture and Lands 

Kootenay Regional Office 

Southern Interior Region 
Integrated Land 
Management Bureau 

Mailing/Location Address: 
401 - 333 Victoria Street 
Nelson BC VIL 4K3 

Telephone: 250 354-6920 
Facsimile: 250 354-6367 



West Kootenay-Boundary 
Protected Areas Strategy (PAS) Goal 2 

Backgrounder 

The March 1995 West Kootenay-Boundary Land Use Plan set aside over 11% of 
the region in'targe, representative "Goal1" protected areas. The Plan stated that 
a local planning process would identify a further 0.25% (10,500 ha) for protection 
of smalt" sites~ This would bring the total protected area percentage in the West 
Kootenay-Boundary to 11.3 %. These sites, known as "Goal 2" sites, would 
protect speciai natural, recreational or cultural features. Many sites offer regional 
direct and indirect economic benefits for recreation and tourism. 

In 1998, a process to identify Goal 2 sites was initiated and Special Features site 
nominations were invited from an extensive Jist of stakeholder groups, 
organizations, First Nations, government and individuals. Special Features were 
defined as "elements or groups of elements made special by their rarity, scarcity 
and unique significance in intrinsic or perceived worth". From that list, 123 sites 
were evaluated through a 3-step screening process where top candidates were 
added to an "A list". In 2000, the "A" Jist of 22 sites was signed off by the 
Interagency Management Committee (IAMC). 

This ''A" list has recently been reviewed and endorsed by the Kootenay Boundary 
Managers Committee. The Ministry of Environment is now consulting-with local 
government and First Nations on these candidate sites. Candidate areas range 
in size from 1 to 715 hectares with an average size of 258 hectares. Before 
finalizing anynew park proposals forgovernment's consiaeration, there will also 
be a final. review by ·the KBMC and the Jist will be presented to government with a 
recommendation that the area be established as a park or protected area. 

Provincial Parks are established by the Park Act and are free of mining, forest 
harvesting and hydro electric development. Protected Areas are established by 
Order in Council um;fer the Environment and Land Use Act to protect an area or 
portion of a park where there is a need to allow a future or existing use that 
would not be compatible with th~Park Act, such as an industrial road or mineral 
claini. After these considerations, both Parks and Protected Areas are essentially 
managed the same. 

August 2007 



From: Elsje edeboer@telus. net # 
Subject: Fw: Goal 2 Alllocation 

Date: March 6, 2017 at 2:04PM 
To: Grant Trower lardeauriver@yahoo.ca 

----- Original Message ----
From: Baric, Keith J ENV:EX 
To: 'Eisje' 
Sent: Monday, March 06, 2017 10:36 AM 
Subject: Goal 2 Alllocation 

Hi Elsje: 

Please see attached Goal 2 site (A list), this list totals up to 5,111 hectares. 

The Goal 2 allocation as agreed to following the land use plan was to identify an area up to a 
maximum budget of 10,500 hectares. 

Three Goal 2 sites were established (they are not on the attached list). They are Gilpin Grasslands 
{791 ha, 2007), Boothmans Oxbow {42 ha, 2007), and the Gimli Peak addition to Valhalla 
Provincial Park {635 ha, 1999). 

This leaves 3,921 hectares. 

Hope these numbers provide some clarity for you. 

Regards, 

Keith 

Keith J. Baric MSc 
Planning Section Head (Kootenay-Okanagan) 
BC Parks and Conservation Officer Service Division 

102 Industrial Rd. Penticton, BC. V2A 7C8 
Ph: (250) 490-8260 office or eel (250) 462-0202 

No virus found in this message. 
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com 
Version : 2015.0.6201 I Virus Database: 4756/14070- Release Date: 03/06/17 
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West Kootenay-Boundary 

Protected Areas Strategy (PAS) Goal 2 

"A" List 

August 10 2007 

Name Area (ha) Feature 

Blue Ridge 337 Cultural Heritage 

Bremner Delta Old Growth 424 Biological 

Cody Caves Expansion 30 Landfonn & Recreation 

Halfway River Hotsprings 44 Hydrological & Recreation 

Howser Spire 365 Landfonn & Recreation 

Jock and Cory Creek (deferred) 430 Biological 
Johnstone Creek 29 Biological 

Biological, Cultural & 
Kettle River Recreation Area 182 

Recreation 

Kokanee Creek Ecological Reserve 214 Biological 

Kootenay Lake Shoreline System -
41 

Natural, Recreation and 
Tye Creek Cultural 

Kootenay Lake Shoreline System -
14 

Natural, Recreation and 
Pebble Beach Cultural 

Kootenay Lake Shoreline System -
1 

Natural, Recreation and 
Harlequin Island Cultural 

Kootenay Lake Shoreline System -
13 

Natural, Recreation and 
Irvine Creek Cultural 

Kootenay Lake Shoreline System-
5 

Natural, Recreation and 
Wilson Creek Cultural 

Kootenay Lake Shoreline System -
21 

Natural, Recreation and 
Troup Junction Cultural 

Kootenay Lake Shoreline System -
3 

Natural, Recreation and 
Burdens Cut Cultural 

Kootenay Lake Shoreline System-
7 

Natural, Recreation and 
Crawford Bay Cultural 

Kootenay Lake Shoreline System-
3 

Natural, Recreation and 
Fletcher Falls Cultural 

Kootenay Lake North End 165 Biological 

Lardeau River 715 
Biological, Recreation and 

Cultural 
Molly Creek Cedars 10 Biological and Recreation 
Renata Natural Arch 102 Landfonn & Recreation 

Rendell Creek 296 ·Biological 

Summit Lake Park Expansion 486 
Hydrological, Recreation 

and Cultural 

PAS Value 

Concentration of Archeological sites including argellite 
quarry 
Interior Cedar Hemlock old growth forest & ~parian 
habitat 
Extensive limestone cave fonnation. 
Accessible and significant natural hotspring. Significant 
climbing site. 
Significant commercial and public climbing site adjacent 
to Bugaboo Park 
Red-listed Coeur d'Alene salamander habitat 
Grassland addition to existing Provincial Park 
Popular campground beside Kettle River. Old Growth 
Ponderosa Pine and river valley. Townsend's Big Eared 
Bats. Portion of Kettle Valley Railroad. 
Ponderosa Pine stand not nonnally found in this 
biogeoclimatic zone. 

Part of a system of small lakeshore sites along Kootenay 
Lake. Public recreation- boating and beach 

Part of a system of small lakeshore sites along Kootenay 
Lake. Public recreation- boating and beach 

Part of a system of small lakeshore sites along Kootenay 
Lake. Public recreation- boating and beach 

Part of a system of small lakeshore sites along Kootenay 
Lake. Public recreation- boating and beach 

Part of a system ·of small lakeshore sites along Kootenay 
Lake. Public recreation- boating and beach 

Part of a system of small lakeshore sites along Kootenay 
Lake. Public recreation- boating and beach 

Part of a system of small lakeshore sites along Kootenay 
Lake. Public recreation- boating and beach 

Part of a system of small lakeshore sites along Kootenay 
Lake. Public recreation- boating and beach 

Part of a system of small lakeshore sites along Kootenay 
Lake. Public recreation- boating and beach 

Large riparian area & protects White Sturgeon habitat. 
Adjacent to wildlife management area 
Protects Bull Trout & Gerrard Trout habitat. Rich 
riparian habitat. 
Old growth cedar 
Large natural bedrock arch accessible by boat or trail 
Old growth forest. Grizzly bear habitat and Speckled 
Dace 

Public recreation- boating and foreshore 

1. the BC government has identified Summit Lake as provincially significant for the blue listed Western Toad I. 

. The Western Toad is listed as one of the three "Priority One" amphibian species in the 2011 report "Dam -
~I I 

Footprint Impact Summary" by • Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program along with the Northern Leopard L Frog and the Wood Frog . 

~ • • ...,.,...,, ... ._ r;;u , Q' --- . ·-·-- - - -·· -- - -- -· - ----. .._..,.~Ill"' ;)lllc:lll li:U\tl' 1 .... -C:II1UVU IIU..,I""""' 

50 Whatshan Lake 592 
Recreation, Landfonn & 

Public recreation, camping, beaches Hydrological 

51 Wragge and Shannon Beach 103 
Landform, Recreation & 

Public recreation boating and beaches 
Cultural 

TOTAL 5795 



·'"· 
' Risk Factor/ 

. . Name Area (ha) PAS Value Conflict Regional Benefits 

8 Boothman's Oxbow 109 Remnant riparian Med. ·MOU agreed to protects rare dry habitat site with many rare 
feature for cattle grazing species for study and guideed viewing 

Gilpin 810 rare habitat PPdh1 w/ Med. ·MOU agreed to protects rare dry habitat site with many rare 
red listed species for cattle grazing species for study and guideed viewing 

Murray Gulch 504 grassland and dry Med. ·MOU agreed to protects rare dry habitat site with many rare 
gulch & rare species for cattle grazing species for study and guideed viewing 

Blue Ridge Expansion 69 First Nations quarry Protects important archeological site (First 
site Med. Timber concerns Nations argellite quarry) 

Halfway River Hotsprings Expansion 30 hot spring seeps & 
unusual plants Med. Timber concerns Protects hot spring seeps and unusual plants 

Koot. L.-Twenty minute Point 2 Archeological site and Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.- 2 Creeks. s. of Irvine Cr. 4 Archeological .site and Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.-1 st Point, s. of Wilson Cr. 32 Archeological site and Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.-2nd Point, s. of Wilson Cr. 5 Archeological site and Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.-n. of Blake- Heather Cr. 12 Check status of old enhances & expands public & commercial 
beach and foreshore cabin opportunities, tourism. marinas, houseboats 

Koot. L.-1 st Point, s. of Blake 7 Archeological site and Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.-2nd Point, s. of Blake 8 Archeological site and Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.-2 Cr., N. of Rhinoceros Pt. 11 Archeological site and Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.-Rhinoceros Point 6 Low -Agreed to by all enhances & expands public & commercial 
beach and foreshore agencies opportunities, tourism, marinas, houseboats 

Koot. L.-Cr., s. of Rhinoceros Pt. 2 Archeological site and Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.- Cr., n. of Junice Cr. 7 Archeological site and Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.-1 st Point, n. of Junice Cr. 8 Archeological site and Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.-Junice Creek 17 Low -Agreed to by all enhances & expar.ds public & commercial 
beach and foreshore agencies opportunities, tourism, marinas. houseboats 

Koot. l. - North Drewry 10 Archeological site and Low -Agreed to by all . 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foresh~re 

Koot. L.- South Drewry 26 Archeological site and Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.~South Midge 7 Archeological site e!_ld Low -Agreed to by all 
foreshore agencies protects archeological site and foreshore 

Koot. L.-Next Creek 19 
\ Low -Agreed to by all enhances & expands public & commercial 

beach and foreshore agencies opportunities, tourism, marinas. houseboats 

Koot. L.-Shaw Creek 8 Low -Agreed to by all enhances & expands public & commercial 
beach and foreshore agencies opportunities. tourism. marinas. houseboats 

c Waneta 122 White Sturgeon High -confticts with 
viewing, dry habitat utility corridors White Sturgeon viewing opportunity 

Fox Tree Hill 159 remnant natural valley High - confticts with 
bottom site ROCK & 1st Nations public hiking and viewing 

Stagleap options high value Caribou MedJ High - timber 
habitat and minerals conftict protects critical area of occupied Caribou habitat 

Tenise 449 old growth public and commercial viewing opportunities of 
cedar/hemlock stand . High -timber confticts old growth trees and rare lichens 

Cascade Canyon 200 historic power site and High- pas. conftict wf 
waterfall power generation public viewing and historic interpretation 

Boundary Falls 43 historic trade route & 
power site Low - UREP reserve public viewing and historic interpretation 

Downie Creek Campsite 111 former BC Parks 
cmpgd, boat launch Med-mineral claim public or commercial camping and boat launch 

Perry's Island · 9 small island in the 
Slocan River Low protects small island and public recreation 

Pilot Peninsula/sw 221 high value UW R, enhances & expands public & commercial 
be<>'!?J]es. rare orchid Low/Med. • Timber opportunities, tourism. marinas, houseboats 

Salmo R. Cottonwoods (2 sites) 83 ripadan area, 
Harlequin Ducks Unknown protects Harlequin Ducks and riparian area 

Gibson L. Rd - Old Growth ? popui<Jr trai l in old excellent opportunity for guided viewing by 
growth Cedar stand Med. -timber confticts existing or new commercial operators 

Monica Meadows ? popular alpine excellent opportunity for guided viewing by 
meadow Low- existing or new commercial operators 

Summit Lake Expansion 54 taKe toreshore & old laKe 1s popwar and o1a rattway grade 1s used oy 
railway grade Low public and commercial operators 

Total 3164 



From: Wayne McCrory waynem@vws.org ~ 
Subject: 

Date: May31,2016at9:19PM 
To: Grant Trower lardeauriver@yahoo.ca 

-----~--

~ Park and Goal 2 Site 

Pro pond toad (Ot't' haiJitaJ 
protKIIOU,U'f'a 

[ __ j Crown i'\ACFORttnurt 

tmp~nd roa:d.s 

r.tUtotnll 

The only responsible and reasonable solution is to protect this very small habitat 
area (663ha.) of immature forest from the operational forest and NACFOR's tenure, 
reallocate the cut blocks elsewhere within the 10,000 ha. tenure. Expand the Goal 2 
status already there to include this exceptional ecosystem which is a highly 
publicized special feature. This area constitutes less than 6.5% of NACFOR's 
tenure but would preserve 95% of core terrestrial habitat where these toads spend 
99% of their lives (8 years). 

, I 



Wildl,fe Habitats for Tomorrow 

Grant Trower Communications Coordinator 
250-366-4375 
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News Release - for immediate release 

e Photos and video reveal Western Toads found throughout forest 
slated to be logged in Nakusp 

Toad lets found squashed on the road while NACFOR prepares to log 

NAKUSP, BC- A recent photo and video expedition has revealed thousands of Western Toads are 
dispersing into their forested habitat that is slated to be imminently logged. The images and video show 
toads under logging equipment, on logging roads as well as on branch roads into the logging cut blocks. 
Branch roads were constructed in February 2016. 

In the fall of 2015, Nakusp Community Forest (NACFOR) was given permission by the BC government to 
log the habitat of one of the province's most important populations of Western Toad, a blue-listed 
species at risk in BC. 

"British Columbia spent $750,000 to build a tunnel to protect these toads from highway deaths as they 
migrate from Summit Lake to the surrounding forest," says Gwen Barlee, national policy director with 
the Wilderness Committee. "Now, the government is allowing their forested habitat to be destroyed. 
Toads are already getting squashed on logging roads as NACFOR moves in logging equipment right while 
the toads' spring dispersal is in full swing." 

Only last week, NACFOR has started grading the logging roads while hundreds of toads were migrating 
across it. 

"Now they have brought in a feller-buncher, which means logging could begin at any time," says Craig 
Pettitt, a director of the Valhalla Wilderness Society. "We recorded young toads all around their 
machine. We are outraged that the government and NACFOR would allow logging in critical toad habitat 
when it is clear toads will be killed left, right and centre." 

At an Open House held May 19, the public was shocked to hear NACFOR foresters state that they knew 
that their logging operations would kill toads, but that they are going ahead with logging regardless. The 
statements by these foresters shows a total disregard for any of the best management practices 
literature they have provided the public on NACFOR's website. 

"The Western Toad is disappearing from the U.S. and parts of southern BC, and habitat loss and 
fragmentation are recognized by scientists as one of the primary causes," says Wayne McCrory, a 
biologist with the Valhalla Wilderness Society. "The Summit Lake population already suffers serious 
mortality on the main highway, and the logging activities will increase mortality. Whole populations of 
these toads have disappeared elsewhere which is why we must protect this provincially important 
population of western toads." 

The BC government's Management Plan for the Western Toad recommends that as much forest habitat 

as possible be maintained, 'adjacent to breeding sites to allow for hibernation, foraging, and other 
essential life functions.' Government scientists acknowledge that the Summit Lake region is one of the 
key breeding areas for western toads in the Kootenay region, if not the entire province. In natural 
situations 99 per cent of young western toads will not survive their first year. For the Summit Lake toads 
this number is even higher because of highway mortality. 



"Signage at Summit Lake proudly declares 'BC the global keepers of the Western Toad/ said Debbie 
Pitaoulis who lives near Summit Lake. "The BC government deserves to feel proud for investing time and 
money to get these toads off the highway and into the forest where they live more than 95% of their 
lifespan. But allowing the destruction of that very habitat is shameful and irresponsible. The BC 
government needs to step in and protect their core habitat for the toads, for the province and for the 
world ." 
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For more information, please contact: 

Wayne McCrory I Local Biologist, Valhalla Wilderness Society, 250-358-7796 
Craig Pettitt I Forest Technician, Valhalla Wilderness Society, 250-358-7997 
Gwen Barlee I National Policy Director, Wilderness Committee, 604-202-0322 
Debbie Pitaoulis I Resident of Summit Lake, 250-265-3212 

e Additional media resources: 

VIDEO: Summit Lake West~.!!_ Toads on logging road.~ - password: We$terntoad 
VIDEO: lntro to the Summit Lake W~~tern Toad 
PHOTOS: Western Toads near !.Qgging equipment at__~urnmi:t Lake 
(Please credit: Isaac Carter/WC Files) 
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Delivering the Ecosystems Program 

The Ecosystems Program, like other areas of government, 
is faced with the challenge of identifying, developing and 
implementing new and innovative methods to achieve 
goals. We have responded In several ways. 

Conservation priorities: The British Columbia Conservation 
Framework. The drivers and challenges previously described 
have traditionally generated reactive responses by 

· the Ecosystems Program. The Conservation Framework 
represents a new and fundamentally different approach, 
a shift from reactive to proactive management of species 
and ecosystems, by providing a framework to: 

·e 

act sooner, to apply preventive· conservation approaches 
before species and ecosystems become at risk, and 
to lessen the need to rely on reactive cohservation 

· (e.g., recovery, restoration); 

act smarter, ensuring that priority-setting is science
based, with proactive assignment of required 
conservation actions; and 

act and invest in a more coordinated way, by aligning 
resources with the highest conservation priorities and 
implementing actions across government and with 
stakeholders and partners. 

BRITISH 
COLUMBIA ._-_-=-------..::_._,__ 

The Best Place on Earth 

Ministry of 
Environment 
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Strategy 1.2.a: Policy 
Lead, support and influence development of ministry and government policies to support sustainable environmental 
management; conservation and protection of species, habitat and ecosystems; and avoidance or reductlon of impact s 
on these values, and support consistent application of these policies across industry sectors. 

Activit ies include: 
Lead or support policy development or revision related t o Ministry of Environment responsibilities and authorities 

in implementation of natural resource legislation. 

Lead, support and influence policy development for implementation of the British Columbia Conservation Framework 
across B.C. government ministries and agencies, including completion of policy for conservation priorities and 
actions; guide implementation of the Framework; and build support for application of the Framework among statutory 

decision-makers in resource agencies . 

• • • • • . . • • . ., . . , . , 
Strategy 2.5.a: Core Lands for Conservation 
Lead and support conservation and management actions .for conservation in· B.C. parks, protected areas and 

conservation lands. 

Activities include: 
Evaluate the effectiveness of provincial parks and protected areas in conserving biological diversity . . 

Work with BC Parks staff to lead and support core conservation initiatives in parks and protected areas, including 
vulnerability and risk assessments, adaptive management, management planning, inventory and monitoring·. 

Lead and suppo~t conservation projects and actions that cross park boundaries to adjacent lands. 

Work with BC Parks and other ministries to protect representative and proportional enduring landscape features 
{e.g., surficial materials, topographic diversity {climate change refugia) and geological features). 

Strategy 2.5.b: Landscape Connectivity 
Work with partners in BC Parks, other agencies and non-governmental organizations {NGOs) to analyze landscape 
connectivity and facilitate landscape-level management actions for species, habitat and ecosystems. 

Activit ies include: 

Provide context, information and advice to staff of BC Parks and other agencies regarding the important role 
of protected areas within their greater ecosystems in support.ing ecosystem connectivity {an important element 

of climate change adaptation). 

Work with other partners, including NGOs, in conservation efforts, including pilot projects, related to landscape-level 

ecosystems and connectivity. 

Develop tools to evaluate landscape connectivity and identify key connection points. 

Strategy 2.5.c: Cumulative Effects 
Identify species, habitat and ecosystem values at the landscape scale, and assess and address cumulative effects 
of human activities and climate change on these values. 

Activities include: 
Develop a conceptual, results-based approach to quantifying species and ecosystem management objectives within 
a landscape context as a basis to manage cumulative effects . 

. Assess conservation uplift in areas affected by mountain pine beetle, In the.context of increased allowable annual cut 

{AAC) . 

Success Measures 
Landscape condition and connectivity are given increasing consideration in management decisions by BC Parks 

and other agencies. 

An approach is developed to define management objectives for species and ecosystems within the landscape context 

as a basis for managing cumulative effects. 

Work of the Ecosystems Program contributes to improved understanding of cumulative effects. 
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Goal: Conserve species and maintain the health of wildlife populations in 
collaboration with our partners 
The Wildlife Program has adopted the cross-government Conservation Framework, a goal

based set of methods and topls used to prioritize species and ecosystems for conservation 

. action. The Conservation Framework has the following three goals: 

to contribute to global efforts for species and ecosystems conservation 

to prevent species and ecosystems fro'm becoming at risk 

to maintain the full diversity of native species and ecosystems 

Healthy wildlife populations are f~ndamental to sustaining B.C:s wildlife heritage. The Wildlife 

Program must•Nork with other Ministry programs, agencies, First Nations, and stakeholders 

to design wildlife management actions that conserve, preserve, or maintain healthy species 

populations. Engaging others in becoming stewards of wildlife is critical to the success of the 



British Columbia's wildlife is a public resource that holds intrinsic, Our Strategies and Activities 
environmental, economic, and social value. It also contributes 

significantly to ecological diversity at a provincial, national, and 

global level. By conserving and restoring natiite.wildlife species 

and their habitats, we help ensure the sustainability of the 

province's wildlife resource and all of its associated benefits. 

The Wildlife Program will use the Conservation Framework 

as its primary conservation planning, priority-setting, and 

management tool. This will ensure that our actions are aligned 

and co-ordinated across the province. This new approach 

will also guide internal business planning and allow wildlife 

managers to allocate resources and build business cases based 

on the framework's priorities. 

A variety of legislation, regulations, policies, procedures, and 

best practices form the regulatory framework for managing 

wildlife and wildlife habitat in British Columbia. The Ministry is 

responsible for the Wildlife Act, wpich .along with its associated 

31 regulations, is the key piece of legislation that gui_des the 

Wildlife Program. The Park Act, Ecological Reserve Act, along 

with some designa~ions made under both the Forest an·d Ran9e 

Practices Act and the new Oil and Gas Activities Act (e.g. Wildlife 

. Habitat Areas, Ungulate Winter Ranges, Wildlife Habitat Features) 

are also the responsibility ofthe Minist.ry. Decisions made 

under other pieces of legislation, such as the Land Act, federal 

Species at Risk Act, federal Fisheries Act, and those made by local 

gover~m,ents, can have significant effects on wildlife. Having 

well designed, current, and efficient regulatory and policy tools 

will help the Ministry effectively influence those decisions. 

p..s society shifts its values and government develops new 

ways of delivering programs and working with people, the 

Ministry will continually examine its legislation, regul~tions, 

policies, procedures, and practices to ensure it has the tools and 

information needed to effectively manage wildlife. 

Implement a co:ordinated and structured approach to 

managing species of conservation concern in B.C. 

Identify priority species for conservation management. 

Identify and implement appropriate management actions 

for priority species, including species assessments, inventory, 

planning, listing, habitat protection/restoration, and alien species 

control. 

Seek alignment of species conservation priorities and 

management actions across government and with partners and 

stakeholders. 

Track and report on conservation activities, by species and 

management action group, and on changes to status assessments 

of species and their habitats on an annual basis. 

Our Strategies and Activities 

Assess and improve the curren~ regulatory framework for 
managing wildlife. 

Bring into force the Wildlife Amendment Act through regulation to 

protect species at risk and their residences. 

Review public comment and policy analysis on desired changes 

to the Wildlife Act. Identify, for Executive consideration, possible 

incremental changes to the Act. 
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DAM FOOTPRINT IMPACTS SUMMARY: COLUMBIA BASIN 

Executire Summary 
The Columbia River has been extensively altered by dams built for flood control and hydroelectric power 
production in both Canada and the United States. The Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program: Columbia 
Basin (FWCP:CB) was established to offset footprint impacts of BC Hydro dams and reservoirs on fish and 
wildlife in the basin. Objectives of the FWCP:CB are to: 1) meet BC Hydro water license obligations with regard 
to compensation of fish and wildlife impacted by dam construction in the Columbia Basin, and 2) to sustain and 
enhance fish and wildlife populations by undertaking projects with potential to mitigate impacts resulting from BC 
Hydro projects. The FWCP:CB program area includes the BC portions of the Kootenay and Columbia drainages, 
east of the Monashee Mountains. The program addresses impacts related to 12 dams and associated 
reservoirs, including impacts on Kootenay Lake. 

At the time of dam construction, the amount and quality of impact assessments for fish and wildlife were not 
sufficient to fully assess the significance of potential impacts to ecosystems and species, particularly poorly 
understood species. The lack of this information has made it difficult for agencies, program sponsors and 
stakeholders to assess the progress toward compensation for the range of dam impacts. 

In 2005 the FWCP:CB undertook this project to update our understanding of the impacts of the dams, to support 
ongoing strategic and program planning, to assist in prioritization of compensation options, and to facilitate 
reporting the progress of addressing impacts. Study objectives included: improved quantification and increased 
understanding of the significance of the impacts to fish arid wildlife, their habitats, ecosystem function and fish
wildlife interactions, and the identification of the range of compensation options. 

The project is composed of five broad elements: 1) mapping of basic aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems within 
the dam footprints; 2) assessing changes in primary productivity; 3) assessing changes to aquatic and terrestrial 
habitats; 4) assessing impacts on individual fish and wildlife species; and 5) the identification of compensation 
options. This report is a summary of thirteen previous reports that document individual components of the five 
elements. ,~ 

Pre-dam aquatic, wetland/floodplain and terrestrial ecosystems were mapped from pre-dam information sources, 
including aerial photographs, topographic maps and land class mapping. The ecosystem mapping demonstrated 
that each reservoir was unique with regard to the types, amounts and proportions of ecosystems impacted. The 
Arrow and Kinbasket Reservoirs occupy the largest footprints at 51,270 and 42,650 ha respectively. The 
Revelstoke (11,450 ha), Duncan (7,300 ha) and Koocanusa (6,685 ha) reservoirs are also fairly extensive. The 
Whatshan (1,770 ha) and Pend d'Oreille (430 ha) are somewhat smaller, and Kootenay Canal, Aberfeldie, Elko, 
Cranberry, and Spillimacheen reservoirs are less than 50 ha each (because of lack of data, footprint impacts of 
Aberfeldie, Elko and Cranberry are not discussed in the report). The pre-dam ecosystem composition of the 
Arrow and Whatshan Reservoirs were dominated by pre-existing lakes, while the Kinbasket, Revelstoke, 
Koocanusa, Pend d'Oreille, and Spillimacheen were dominated by forested ecosystems and large river systems, 
and the Kootenay Canal by forested ecosystems. The Duncan footprint included a complex mix of lakes, forests 
and wetlands. All footprints included varying lengths of river and/or stream ecosystems. 

Primary productivity was calculated for the pre-dam aquatic, wetland/floodplain and upland ecosystems, and for 
the new reservoirs. Methods for determining primary productivity varied depending on the type of ecosystem; 
however, most pre-dam calculations relied on modeling and/or comparisons with other similar ecosystems in BC 
due to the lack of pre-dam information. Overall pre-dam gross primary productivity within the dam footprints was 
estimated at approximately 870,000 tons of C/yr, with approximately 95% of that from forested ecosystems. 
Post-dam reservoirs have an estimated gross primary productivity of about 29,600 tons of C/yr, resulting in a net 
loss of over 840,000 tons of C/yr. Variation in primary productivity changes between reservoirs was principally 
dependent on footprint area and the proportion of forested ecosystems. 

Impacts on aquatic habitats were assessed by comparing the pre-dam habitats within the footprints with the total 
aquatic habitats within the Columbia Basin. Significant areas of !otic (riverine) habitats were lost because of 
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DAM FOOTPRINT IMPACTS SUMMARY: COLUMBIA BASIN 

flooding (1600 linear km or 12,000 ha), with low elevation, low gradient rivers having the most significant losses. 
Lentic (lake/reservoir) habitat has been significantly increased in area, from 41,450 ha to 110,800 ha. However, 
the diversity and type of lentic habitats has been altered, with 12 lakes being replaced by 12 reservoirs. Changes 
in littoral habitats vary from reservoir to reservoir. Littoral habitats within storage reservoirs are subjected to 
larger variations in water levels than natural lakes, while most of the run of the river reservoirs and regulated 
Kootenay Lake, have water level stability similar to or more than that of comparable natural lakes in the region, 
including some lakes that were inundated. A risk assessment, based on losses as a proportion of similar 
terrestrial habitats available in the Columbia Basin, demonstrated that across the various dam units, loss
induced risks were: very high for very wet forests (4780 ha, 19%), wetlands (7700 ha, 26%) and gravel bars 
(3660 ha, 53%); high for wet forests (28,760 ha, 10%), cottonwoods (5530 ha, 21%) and shallow water/ponds 
(1070 ha, 31%); and medium high for intermediate forests (15,660 ha, 2%). Losses of lake and river shoreline 
habitats were rated high for Kinbasket (980 km) and Arrow (6~0 km) reservoirs, while Revelstoke (350 km), 
Duncan (200 km) and Koocanusa (31 0 km) were rated medium high. Within the drawdown zones of some 
reservoirs there have been new ecosystems established, especially in the Revelstoke Reach of the Arrow 
Reservoir. Even though some of these simplified communities produce large quantities of vegetation, their value 
for higher trophic levels is limited. 

Fish species impact assessments described a wide range of impacts, although the significance of particular 
impacts on individual species varied considerably depending on the life history of the species. Impacts were 
assessed in detail for 5 fish species, and to a lesser extent for 19 other species. The major impacts reported 
include loss of riverine habitat affecting some stage of the life history (e.g., kokanee, rainbow trout, bull trout, 
sculpins, dace, minnows, suckers), nutrient losses (e.g., kokanee, piscivorous rainbow trout, bull trout, sculpins, 
chubs), changes in flow regimes (e.g., white sturgeon), changes in water quality/turbidity (e.g., white sturgeon, 
rainbow trout, kokanee, mountain whitefish, sculpins), habitat/population fragmentation (e.g., white sturgeon, bull 
trout, rainbow trout), and entrainment (e.g., kokanee). In contrast, species that were able to take advantage of 
the extensive increases in lentic habitat, may have benefited from reservoir establishment in some situations 
(e.g., kokanee, burbot, lake chub, bull trout). 

Wildlife impacts were evaluated for 289 vertebrate species using habitat loss information and species-habitat 
associations. Sixty-four Priority 1 species including: 3 amphibians, 1 reptile, 45 birds and 15 mammals had high 
habitat impacts, and agency emphasis for conservation and/or management. Forty-six Priority 2 species 
including 38 birds and 8 mammals had high habitat impacts, but were low agency conservation or management 
priority. Species with the highest habitat impacts were wetland and riparian specialists such as amphibians, 
waterbirds, waders, songbirds, bats and aerial insectivores. Overall species impacts mirrored substantial habitat 
losses, particularly in Kinbasket, Arrow and Duncan dam units. 

In addition to direct habitat and species impacts, the dams have also had significant impacts on ecological 
functions and processes. These include altered annual hydrologic regimes and floodplain processes, as well as 
disrupted biological processes such as natural disturbance regimes, trophic dynamics and nutrient cycling . The 
dams and reservoirs have impacted functions for individual species and populations, including seasonal 
migrations, genetic exchange, predator/prey relationships, reproduction and dispersal. These impacts can 
extend into non-impacted watershed units, especially those downstream of dams and reservoirs (e.g., Kootenay 
Lake, lower Columbia River). 

Potential compensation opportunities identified in the series of impact assessment reports are summarized. 
Compensation options included various projects for both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystem restoration and 
creation (e.g., stream channel works, lake fertilization, stand structure treatments, restoration of connectivity); 
habitat securement, stewardship and management (mainly off-site); and species-specific projects for inventory, 
research, predator/prey manipulation and artificial population/habitat enhancement (e.g., spawning channels, 
hatchery production, captive rearing, re-introductions, nest boxes). Long-term investments in these activities will 
contribute to meeting the water license conditions that gave rise to the FWCP:CB, and provide valuable support 
to maintaining the biodiversity of the Columbia Basin. 
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Footprint Impact ofBC Hydro Dams 
On Aq1:1~tic and Wetland . I 

Primary Productivity in the Columbia Basiri 
Other authors emphasize the need to address primary limiting factors when attempting to maintain productive 
capacity, rather_than having a strict focus on habitc:~t loss. For example, replacement of lost spawning habitat will 
result in minimal population increase if factors later in the life history are more limiting. They also note that 

compensation approaches should have a goal of maintaining the habitat required to provide broad life history 
diversity, and recognize that evaluation of project success should be based on quantified ecological 
improvement rather than easily measured outputs such as funds spent or the number of fish stocked. 

Clearly, re-creating the total amount and composition of habitats lost within the footprint of the reservoirs is not a 
practical consideration as this would require removal of the dams themselves. · lri practice, where impacts are 
extensive and varied, compensation approaches also need to be multifaceted and acknowledge that NNL may 
not be achievable. 

Within some reservoir footprints, it is potentially feasible to re-create fun_ctioning fish and wildlife habitats to a 
fraction of pre-dam distribution (e.g., pelagic habitats, non forested wetlands); however, most opportunities for 
compensation (e.g., habitat restoration) occur 'off-site' or in 'unaffected-dam-units'. In addition, opportunities for 
habitat protection through acquisition, covenant, or stewardship agreement (e.g·., preservation), do not neatly fit 
into the concept of NNL but arguably provide the greatest environmental benefit into the future. In concert with 
other compensatory approaches, preservation is a recognized tool and is considered here alongside the 
generally accepted compensation options of habitat conversion/creation and restoration. 

Knowledge of species, ecosystems, and their functions continues to expand as new information is gathered 
through inventory, research, and new analysis techniques. Where the majority of the land base is Crown owned 
and managed (as is the case in the Columbia Basin), provision of new information supporting effective protection 
and/or restoration of remaining highly-impacted habitats can also be considered a viable compensation option. 
For example, 'Integrated Management Planning' information that assists designation of Protected Areas, 
Watershed and Riparian Reserves, Old Growth Management Areas, Wildlife Habitat Areas, and Ungulate Winter 
Ranges can provide incremental benefit to species and ecosystems affected by footprint impacts. 

On-site compensation options for some lake habitats and fish species are present, but for stream and terrestrial 
habitats and species compensation, on-site compensation options are generally limited to the upper elevations 
of reservoirs where water levels can allow for development of some habitat types (e.g., wet meadows, mud flats/ 
sand bars and limited shrub habitat). These created habitats may have severely limited seasonal function, 
depending on reservoir water level fluctuations. In addition, wildlife use of 'on-site' habitats requires further study 
to determine the conditions where these re-created habitats act as production 'sources' or 'sinks'. Forest and 
stream habitats cannot be developed within the reservoir footprints, so compensation opportunities for these 
habitats will only occur off-site or in unaffected dam units. Floating islands offer the opportunity to create 
additional wetland or herbaceous habitat within the dam footprints. Due to the combination of limited area, site
specific habitat types, and potential habitat function that can be achieved on-site, the majority of terrestrial and 
stream habitat compensation options will occur off-site. 

Off-site compensation options depend heavily on the availability of low elevation habitats. In many cases, limited 
opportunities remain in the affected dam units, and unaffected dam units may provide some of the only 
remaining low elevation habitat types. Free flowing sections of the Columbia River are rare in the Basin, 
consequently these areas have value both as a benchmarks and potential concentration areas for fish and 
wildlife in remaining low elevation habitats. 

December 16, 2009 DRAFT 
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DAM FOOTPRINT IMPACTS SUMMARY: COLUMBIA BASIN 

Habitat Types for analysis were defined based on additional Ecosystem Types from MacKillop et aL (2008). New 
species/ habitat associations were added to the CBDB to match species to the new Habitat Types, based on 

species use of habitat elements associated with the new types (e.g., coarse woody debris and hollow live trees 
with Wet Forests, deciduous trees and Cottonwood stands). 

A Wildlife Species Impact Rating (WSIR) was calculated for each species in each dam unit it occurred, based on 
a summation of the Habitat Loss Risk Ratings (HLRR) for each of the Habitat Types associated witli that 
species. The WSIR's were then combined with further information from the BC Conservation Framework, BC 

MoE regional management priorities for mammal species, and the list of focal species birds of significance for 
the Columbia Basin prepared by the Canadian Intermountain Joint Venture. Based on those combined criteria, 
priority ratings were determined for each resident/breeding vertebrate species in each impacted dam unit (a total 
of 289 species for the Columbia Basin Study Area). Priority 1 species had both high or very high impa~t ratings 
(WSIRs), as we!l as high priorities for management, as determined by other agencies/processes. Priority 2 
species had high or very high impact ratings, but were not designated as a high priority for management by the 
other agencies/processes. 

1.2 Vision and Principles 
The FWCP's provincial vision is : e "Thriving fish and wildlife populations in watersheds that are functioning and sustainable." 

While the program operates in basins and landscapes that have been significantly altered by hydro-electric 
development. the vision recognizes that an effective program can support the maintenance of healthy fish and 
wildlife populations that will meet both conservation and sustainable use objectives. Actions focussed on 
conserving, and where possible restoring ecosystem function, will help species be more resilient to emerging 

pressures such as climate change. 

The program principles include: 

e · 
• 

Approach -The program has a forward-looking, ecosystem-based approach that defines the desired 
outcomes and takes actions to restore, enhance and conserve priority species and their habitats. 

Decision Making - The program efficiently uses its resources and works with its partners to make 
informed and consensus-built decisions that enable the delivery of effective, meaningful and measurable 

projects that are supported by the impacted communities. 

• Geographic Scope - Within the watersheds, basins and ranges of the populations of species affected by 

generation facilities owned and operated by BC Hydro. 

• Objectives - The program defines and delivers on compensation objectives that reflect the partnership's 
collective goals and align with provincial and federal fish and wildlife conservation and management 

objectives in the areas where we work. 

• Delivery - The program strives to be a high performing organization with skilled and motivated staff and 

partners delivering efficient, effective and accountable projects. 

1.3 Partners and Program Delivery 
The program is a partnership b.,e1ween BC Hydro, the BC Ministry of Environment, Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada, First Nations and pupfic stakeholders . The goal is to have engagement and participation of all the 

partners in priority setting, approval, r~view and delivery of the program. 
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BC Provincial Government 

The BC Ministry of Environment (MOE) and BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural 
Resource Operations (FLNRO) manage and deliver a wide range of programs and services 
that support the Province's environmental and economic goals 1

. The Ministry encourages 
environmental stewardship, develops innovative partnerships, engages First Nations, 
stakeholders and the public and actively promotes the sustainable use of British Cqlumbia's 
environmental resources. Within this broader context, the Ministry has a number of 
responsibilities that are particularly relevant to the development and implementation of 
actions under the FWCP including: 

• Management and conservation of the province's biodiversity; e • Protection of fish, wildlife, species-at-fisk and their habitats; 

• Protection and restoration of BC's watersheds; and, 

• Provision and management of fish and wildlife-based recreation. 

A number of policies and plans guide the Ministry in delivering on these goals and 
objectives. The Conservation Framework2 is British Columbia's approach for maintaining 
the rich biodiversity of the province, providing a set of science-based tools and prioritized 
actions for conserving species and ecosystems in B.c.· Program Plans for Freshwater 
Fisheries, Wildlife and Ecosystems3 articulate a clear set of strategies supported by actions 
to achieve both conservation-based outcomes and the provision of recreational 
opportunity. Recovery Strategies and ivlanage.ment Plans continue to be developed to 
guide the maintenance, recovery and/or use of specific species and ecosystems. These 
plans may include specific performance measures and targets. 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

Under.the federal Fisheries Act, DFO is the primary agency responsible for conserving and 
managing Canada's fisheries, including pacific salmon. It does so through management and 
monitoring of fisheries, protection of fish habitat, and pollution prevention. The Policy for 
the Management of Fish Habitat (1986) has an overall objective of 'net gain' of fish habitat 
and helps guide the implementation of fish habitat protection through collaboration with 
relevant provincial agencies. The Species at Risk Act mandates protection of geographically 
and genetically distinct populations. The principle goal of the Wild Salmon Policy4 is "to 
restore and maintain healthy and diverse salmon populations and their habitats for the 
benefit and enjoyment of the people of Canada in perpetuity". This .is achieved through 

1 http://www.bcbudget.gov.bc.ca/2011/sp/pdf/ministry/env.pdf (MOE Service Plan) 
http://www.bcbudget.gov.bc.ca/2011/sp/pdf/ministry/flnr.pdf (FLNRO Service Plan) 
2 http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/conservationframework/ 
3 http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/esd/ 
4 Canada's Policy for Conservation of Wild Pacific Salmon, 2005. 
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2.3. Limiting Factors 

Factors limiting the abundance and distribution of aquatic and terrestrial species are related to 
three broad categories: 

Habitat Extent 

The carrying capacity of habitat for any species is ultimately determined by the extent of suitable 
habitat. As mentioned above, inundation and other stressors have altered the extent of habitats 
available. Compensating for this loss requires either the creation of new habitat or treatments-that 

- ifleFease ~he carrying capacity of remaining habitat. C<:nU (} ,)~ " 

Distribution 

Connectivity among habitats is important for dispersal of fish, plants and animals and for seasonal 
movements of some species. Populations in suitable but isolated habitats are often at higher risk of 
extirpation because immigration and emigration are disrupted, making these populations more 
susceptible to stochastic events. Management actions that can address habitat fragmentation and 
barriers include re-establishing connectivity where practical, and/or transplanting individuals into 
unoccupied or under-occupied habitats. 

e Productivity 

The productivity of an ecosystem is defined as its ability to grow or yield native plants and animals. 
Even where the extent and distribution of habitats is relatively intact, the productivity of ecosystems 
can be eroded by a variety of pressures such as invasive species, nutrient and sediment loading, 
soil erosion, changes in drainage patterns, as well as forest harvesting, livestock grazing and other 
extractive activities. Addressing these factors can increase the productivity of habitats in general 
and can provide more suitable habitat for native species. 

In addition, specific habitat features can limit the distribution and abundance of species; for 
example, spawning beds or nest cavities. Projects designed to increase the availability of limiting 
habitat features can increase the productivity of habitats for specific species. 

2.4. Trends and Knowledge Status 

Long-term monitoring data are generally unavailable for aquatic and terrestrial species in the 
Columbia Basin. As a result, our knowledge of pre-dam populations is limited to anecdotal 
accounts or inferences made from habitat impacts. Trend information for some species (e.g., 
ungulate populations, recreational fish species) has become more available over the past 25 years. 
More recently, a focus on threatened and endangered wildlife has improved our knowledge of the 
distribution and abundance of these species; however, there remain significant gaps. 

Actions: Actions are management activities, plans or policies for achieving the 
objectives. 

ObjeCtives are the "ends" or the outcomes we ultimately care a~o~t. Action~ are the ·:means," or 
the things we do to achieve them. This report focuses on descnbmg the act1ons requ1red to 
achieve the objectives in relation to species of interest. 

3.2. Objectives, Measures and Targets 

There are two FWCP objectives for species of interest in the Columbia Basin. 

e Objective 1- Maintain or improve the status of species of interest in the Columbia Basin. 

Sub-objective 1: Improve the distribution and abundance of recovery and focal species. 

Rationale - Expanding/recovering populations and/or expanding the range species of interest 
that are found within the Columbia Basin is considered a high priority. 

I 





Targets: 

Actions: 

Targets are the value of the performance measure that indicates the 
attainment of a desired condition. 

Actions are management activities, plans or policies for achiev[ng the 
objectives. 

Objectives are the "ends" or the outcomes we ultimately care about. Actions are the "means," or 
the things we do to achieve them . This report focuses on describing the actions required to 
achieve the. objectives in relation to riparian and wetland species and habitats. Complementary 
actions may also be identified in the separate Species of-Interest Action Plan. 

There are three general categories of riparian and wetland habitats defined for setting objectives: 

Category 1 
Natural riparian or 
wetland habitat 

Largely intact and functioning ecosystems with natural disturbances 
sufficient to maintain subclimax communities and processes 
characteristic of wetlands and riparian ecosystems. 

Category 2 
Disclimax or 
degraded wetland 
or riparian habitat 

Formerly natural wetland or riparian ecosystems that have lost most.of 
their natural disturbance regime and are no longer functioning 
effectively as wetland or riparian habitat. These areas are candidates 
for restoration to Category 1 or 3 habitats. 

Category 3 
Managed or 
created riparian or 
wetland habitat 

Ecosystems resulting from water impoundments, diversions or other 
artificial disturbances that require active management to maintain 
productivity and function. 

The categories contrast different levels of ecosystem function that require different management 
approaches. 

3.2. Objectives, Measures and Targets 

The entire Columbia Basin shares common objectives, sub-objectives and performance measures; 
however, targets are stratified by focal areas. 

e Objective 1 - Maintain productive and diverse ecosystems. 

Sub-objective 1: Secure remaining Category 1 riparian and wetland habitat within the basin 
impacts area. 

Rationale: Conversion to other land uses is an ongoing threat to riparian and wetland habitat, and 
securing remaining habitat to prevent loss is a high priority. Habitat is considered "secure" if it is 
protected from conversion to other land uses (e.g., by purchasing the land or negotiating a 
covenant or stewardship agreement). 

Performance measure: Proportion of riparian and wetland habitat secured within 20 years. 

Columbia Basin Riparian and Wetlands Action Plan 8 
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Goal 2 - Encourage education and awareness for all generations about Basin 
ecosystems and associated human interactions. 

• Provide access to environmental 

information. 

• Provide resources to projects, programs 

and collaborative efforts, promoting 

effective approaches to education and 

awareness. 

• Generate a better understanding of Basin 

well-being and current environmental 

conditions needing action. 

• Broad-based education and awareness 

about Basin ecosystems and human 

interactions with the systems is growing. 

• Awareness of particular environmental 

conditions needing attention is increasing. 

• Mechanisms are in place to improve access 

to environmental information and support 

effective educational and awareness 

efforts in the Basin. 

• Provide funding for community-based environmental education and awareness projects. 

Support approaches to enhance environmental awareness and understanding of 

community groups, individuals and governments and disseminate information that will 

assist them in action. 

• Support education and awareness programs in the Basin and explore options to further 

support environmental educators in the Basin. 

• Collaborate to explore and promote effective environmental education and awareness 

approaches, particularly adult-focused. 

• Ensure broad communication and understanding of environmental conditions needing 

attention, as identified through research, other activities, programs or initiatives. 

e Goal 3 -:- Support positive environmental action within the Basin, leading 
where appropriate. 

• Provide technical support and expertise 

for community environmental actions. 

• Provide resources to community projects 

which address ecological priorities. 

• Implement priority conservation efforts. 

• Technically sound local and regional 

community projects are being supported. 

• An increasing area of Basin ecosystems 

which are at risk are managed for 

conservation values. 

• Actions are expanding to address the 

spectrum of ecological priorities. 

COLUMB IA BAS IN TRUST 

/ 
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Goal 2: Ecosystems 

Strengthen Basin-wide and local efforts to maintain and enhance aquatic and 
terrestrial ecosystem function and native biodiversityt. 

Why focus on ecosystems? 

Ecosystems must be able to function and adapt so the diversity of life in the Basin will endure and essential 

goods and servicest provided by ecosystems continue to support a high quality of life for Basin residents . In 

an era when changing temperatures and precipitation patterns have begun to impact human communities 

and disrupt the natural habitats of many species already threatened, maintaining and enhancing ecosystem 

functionality and biodiversity is critically important. Through collaboration, partnerships and project funding, 

the Trust's activities will support efforts to ensure the region's native biodiversity is able to adapt and thrive 

over time. 

Objectives 

Strengthen efforts to maintain 
and enhance ecosystems 
and species of conservation 
concern. 

2 Contribute to scientifically 
sound land conservation and 
stewardship on private lands. 

3 Help reduce the threat of 
invasive species to terrestrial 
and aquatic ecosystems. 

COLUMBIA BASIN TRUST 

Activities 

Continue partnering with 
community-based and 

government organizations 
to enhance and conserve 
ecosystems of conservation 
concern at local and regional 
scales through research and 
support for on-the-ground 
projects . 

• Support projects that contribute 
to the enhancement and 
conservation of fish, wildlife 
and plant species that are of 
conservation concern. 

Continue contributing to land 
securementt for conservation 
purposes. 

• Continue supporting partners 
to develop and implement 
stewardship plans for conservation 
securements. 

Support collaboration and 
on-the-ground projects that 
prevent, reduce and monitor 
the establishment and spread of 
current and new invasive species. 

Improve Basin residents' 
understanding of how native 
biodiversity is impacted by 
invasive species. 

Desired Outcomes 

• Project funding and collaboration 
result in conservation and 
enhancement of ecosystems of 
conservation concern. 

Contributions to long-term 

conservation and enhancement of 
fish, wildlife and plant species that 

are of conservation concern. 

Increased amount of land with 
high conservation value and 
public benefit is protected through 
a variety of means to ensure 
current and future generations can 
appreciate the Basin's biological 
diversityt and natural heritage. 

Increased number of 
stewardship plans are in place 
or under development to 
guide the management and 
use of conserved lands, and 
management is progressing 
in accordance with agreed-to 
objectives. 

• More groups work together to 
address invasive species. Further 
establishment of invasive species 
is prevented or reduced. 

• Basin residents have increased 
awareness and understanding 
of the importance of native 
biodiversity and the threats posed 
by invasive species. 

cbt.org I OS 



Canadian Caucus of the Columbia River Roundtable 

APPENDICES 

Appendix ent of Principles for the Columbia River Roundtable 

The Columbia River Roundtable includes citizens, businesses, and other organizations in 
Canada and the United States who support an updated U.S.-Canada Columbia River Treaty. 
An updated Treaty will: 

1. Make protection and restoration of the ecological health and ecosystem function of the 
Columbia River and its tributaries an explicit and equal Treaty purpose; 

2. Create resilience to climate change and other environmental threats within the 
. Columbia watershed by restoring ecosystem functions and enhancing ecological health; e 3. Reduce harmful impacts of dams and reservoirs; 

4. Restore salmon and other anadromous fish throughout their historic habitats, and 
protect and restore other native fish and wildlife and their habitats; 

5. Honour and support Columbia River First Nations and Tribes as leaders in bringing 
ecosystem function and salmon restoratio11 into the Treaty; and, 

· - ~----- ·.··: -----.. · - -- - --~--:_; · · ·--.,- ~ - · :. · ·····-··--·-..,------- --- - --.~-----

6.; 8e tran~parent anq-_inclusive, so future basin governanc~ .~~-d Treaty arrangements '::' 
. ~- meaningfully engage all affected people. . -. · · · ' · 



Biodiversity lost to flooding - low elevation & old growth forests, grassland ecosystems & plant 
communities, complex aquatic I floodplain ecosystems, riparian & wetland zones and sophisticated 
fish & wildlife habitats. 

26 miles or 45 kms of rock, sand, gravel and stumps 



ETHICS & TREATY PROJECT 
RIGHTING HISTORIC WRONGS 

I n 1964 the United States and Canada entered into the Columbia River Treaty. This 

agreement still governs the management of the river's water and dams today. During 

the treaty negotiations, the voices of local communities and indigenous peoples were 

excluded. Not surprisingly the treaty has only two purposes: hydropower production 

and Hood control management. Nothing in the treaty promotes the return of salmon or 

health of the river. 

We find ourselves now with a once-in-a-generation opportunity to right this historic 

wrong. The window to renegotiate the 50-year-old treaty opened in 2014, 

providing the region a chance to modernize and change the priorities by 

which the Columbia River is managed. 

One priority that many voices are calling for is the addition of ecosystem 

function as a third purpose of a modernized treaty. The Ethics & Treaty 

Project was created to promote the idea that the two nations must base 

their renegotiation decisions on the ethical principles of stewardship, 

justice, and fostering the common good-not only for humans, but also 

for the river itself and all the species that dep~nd on it. In so doing, the 

Working for river 

stewardship in a 

time of climate 

change. 

project seeks to promote environmental justice, improve the health of the Columbia 

River, and restore fish passage to the Upper Columbia River and other ancestral spawning 

waters now blocked by dams. 



In 2001, twelve Roman Catholic Bishops of the international Columbia River 

watershed wrote the Columbia River Pastoral Letter. The letter invited people to explore 

the implications of human stewardship of creation and to effect a spiritual, social and 

ecological transformation of the watershed. In May 2014, Gonzaga University hosted 

the conference "Ethics & the Treaty: Righting Historic Wrongs." The conference, while 

acknowledging benefits from the dams, provided a forum for religious and indigenous 

leaders to discuss the damage done by the Columbia River's dam-building era. From 

this conference issued the Declaration on Ethics & Modernizing the Columbia River 

Treaty, which hundreds of people have now signed. 

On September 23, 2014, the Declaration, the Pastoral Letter, and a letter signed by 

21 religious and indigenous leaders from throughout the Columbia River basin was 

sent to President Obama and Prime Minister Harper. These religious and indigenous 

leaders admonished the two nations to renegotiate the treaty consistent with the values 

and ethics espoused by the Declaration and Pastoral Letter and to establish a water 

ethic as a foundation for resolving international water conflicts. 

Kettle Falls, an incredibly rich 
salmon fishing spot and gathering 
place for indigenous people since 
time immemorial, was flooded by 
Grand Coulee Dam. 

In June 1940, an estimated 
8,000 to 10,000 people mourned 
the falls at a "Ceremony of 
Tears" organized by the Colville 
Confederate Tribes and attended 
by representatives of the Yakama, 
Spokane, Nez Perce, Salish, 
Kootenai, Blackfeet, Coeur d'Alene, 
Tulalip, Pend d'Oreille, and other 
tribes. 

Grand Coulee Dam, built 
by the United States with the 
approval of Canada, blocked the 
return of salmon to the upper 
Columbia and permanently 
flooded Kettle Falls. 

Hydropower and flood 
control are the two purposes 
of the 50-year-old Columbia 
River Treaty. In a time of climate 
change, a third and coequal 
purpose needs to be added: 
ecosystem fundion. 

ETHICS & TREATY PROJECT 
is sponsored jointly by the Center for Environmental Law & Policy and 
Sierra Club, working with tribes and First Nations with natural resource 
rights and management authorities in the Columbia River Basin. 

Contact: 
John Osborn, MD 
john@waterplanet.ws 
(509) 939-1290 

The Rev. W. Thomas Soeldner 
waltsoe@gmail.com 
(509) 270-6995 

http:llcelp. orglethics-treaty-project 



DECLARATION ON ETHICS & MODERNIZING THE COLUMBIA RivER TREATY 
ISSUED FROM THE 

ETHICS & THE TREATY: RIGHTING HISTORIC WRONGS CONFERENCE 

The Governments of the United States of America and 
Canada implemented the Columbia River Treaty in 

1964 (Treaty) and agreed to jointly govern water resources 
to promote economic growth, wealth, and happiness for the 
citizens of the two nations. For fifty years the original treaty has 
only included flood control and hydroelectric power generation 
as international management purposes of the Columbia River. 
The consideration to renegotiate the Treaty currently underway 
is driven by the looming expiration of some flood control 
provisions, the ten-year time frame required for either party to 
withdraw from the treaty, and the societal desire to restore the 
Columbia River to health. 

What the Treaty did not mention in 1964 is as significant 
today as what it did mention : the recognized and reserved 
rights and management authorities of the Columbia Basin 
tribes in the U.S. and the First Nations in Canada were ignored 
in the Treaty. The trust, treaty and honour obligations of the 
U.S. and Canada to ensure healthy, sustainable populations 
of salmon, sturgeon, lamprey, bull trout and other native fish 
and wildlife, their habitats and other cultural resources within 
the Columbia River Basin were not provided for in the Treaty. 
The tribes and First Nations were not even consulted during its 
negotiation. 

In the U.S., the Northwest Power Act of 1980 makes fish and 
wildlife and power production equal obligations in running the 
federal system of dams and calls for protection of tribal rights. 
Those statutory obligations combined with trust and treaty 
responsibilities of the U.S. to the tribes require reconsideration 
of the premises of the 1964 treaty. 

Today we recognize fish, wildlife, riparian habitat conditions, 
water quality, and water temperature as vital issues for the 
Treaty. All of these omissions from the currentTreaty are wrong 
from our 21st century perspective. Renegotiation of the Treaty 
provides an opportunity to ensure that these concerns become 
additional fundamentals of our regional water management. 

Climate change, not recognized as an emerging problem 
in 1964, also needs to be taken in to account for a modernized 
treaty to be useful in the new century. Climate change 
projections show a future with hotter and drier conditions 
east of the Cascade Mountains, reduced snowpack, reduced 
summer river flows, increased rainfall west of the Cascades, 
and in general a new regime that will challenge the survival of 
native. species adapted for present habitat conditions. Climate 
change will impact the entire region irrespective of national 
borders and any treaty renewal needs to help shape and 
implement joint approaches for responsibly addressing this 
issue and planning for resiliency and adaptation. 

From an ethical perspective, the Columbia River Pastoral 
Letter, The Columbia River Watershed: Caring for Creation 
and the Common Good, provides a template for socially and 
scientifically informed ethical norms that should be considered 
in the renegotiation process. 

Considering the Columbia Basin as a Common Good means 
that the basin constitutes a shared international habitat that 
is an inclusive and integrated human-ecological system, in 
which our stewardship responsibilities and our moral and legal 
obligations to native people are actively upheld. This leads to 
the following principles for modernizing the Treaty: 
• Respect the rights, dignity and traditions of the Columbia 

Basin tribes and First Nations by including them in the 
implementation and management of the Treaty. 

• Include healthy ecosystem function as an equal purpose of 
the Treaty. 

• Achieve balance among river uses for hydroelectric power 
production, coordinated flood risk management, and 
healthy waters and flows that provide for abundant and 
sustainable native fish and wildlife populations. 

• Develop flow and water management operations to help 
people, native species, and entire ecosystems withstand 
climate change. 

• Provide for ecosystem management of the region while 
protecting other river uses, including tribal commercial, 
and tribal ceremonial and subsistence activities. 

• Engage local communities in a meaningful manner that is 
transparent and inclusive during renegotiation and future 
management of the Treaty. 

• Address economic and environmental justice for the poor 
along with other aspects of economic development. 

• Restore anadromous and resident fish passage to all 
historical locations throughout the Columbia River basin, 
including Chief Joseph, Grand Coulee, Hugh Keenleyside, 
Brilliant, and Waneta dams. 

Signature ................ ....... .... .. .... .... ... .. .... .. ..... ... ........ .. .. .. ....... .. .... . 

Printed Name ........ .... ...... .... ............. .... .. ... ................................ . 

Affiliation ................ .. .... ... ..... ......... ... ....... .... ... .. ... ......... ..... ... ..... . 

Date ....... ... ....... ... ... .. ... ........................................ .. .. ....... ... .. .. ... .. . 

Mail to: Ethics & Treaty Project, Box 9743 Spokane,WA 99209. 
For questions, contact John Osborn, MD john@waterplanet. ws 
or(509) 939-1290. http://celp.org/ethics-treaty-project 
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